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Abstract 
In today's marketing, many researchers claim that companies need to stand out to get 
attention. The problem is, customers are sick and tired of being interrupted by assertive 
ads, sellers or commercials. Customers are more well-informed than ever, the new 
techniques are forcing the companies to transparency and the competition for attention is 
significant. 
 
This means that the companies must change their traditional strategies, if they have not 
already, otherwise the risk of losing their existing customers or fail to create new ones is 
evident. Marketing today has two keywords as we see it; value and relations. The 
companies must communicate value in order to create and maintain relationships with 
customers. One type of marketing that has embraced this kind of thinking is Content 
Marketing.  
 
“Traditional marketing and advertising is telling the world you’re a rock star. Content 

Marketing is showing the world that you are one.“  
- Robert Rose, Content Marketing Institute (2017). 

 
This qualitative study is based on semi-structured interviews with one experienced 
marketing consultant and six respondents, seen as customers, forming the basis of our 
empirical findings that we are analyzing with relevant theories. 
 
In the beginning, we believed that companies used fields such as Storytelling and Brand 
Identification in order to create Content Marketing. In order to see how these fields were 
implemented in practice, we interviewed the experienced marketing consultant. Due to 
this study’s abductive research approach, we had the possibility of changing our original 
perspective after our first empirical findings, where we noticed that those types of 
marketing intertwined differently in practice. The result showed that instead, Storytelling 
is the field where Brand Identification and Content Marketing can be used as tools when 
creating a Story. While Storytelling can, on the other hand, create an identification 
process with the receiver and valuable content can be created by telling stories as well.  
 
When our perspective changed, we created a second research question to see how 
customers are perceiving these types of marketing. We created four case studies and 
included these in the interview questions in order to create tangibility of the concepts. 
The results showed that these types of marketing is positively perceived, but we are aware 
that the perception might be affected by other not included factors. This study is created 
with an abductive approach and our perspective changed after the first empirical findings, 
making it important to keep in mind that the study will be presented in the order of the 
working process.  
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1. Introduction 
In this first chapter, we will give the reader an overview regarding the subject, describe 
our purpose, take our limitations into account and also define a few recurring concepts.   
 
1.1 Background 
The noise from traditional medias is increasing and it is a significant change from the 
early nineties (Godin, 1999, p. 22). Traditional media such as ads is all designed to try to 
steal people’s attention, on average, people are exposed to over four hours of this in 
different forms each day; loud commercials, intrusive pictures, and short videos (Godin, 
1999, p. 24). Continuously Godin states that the companies want to interrupt customers 
in any way, so they make it louder and more disturbing, forcing the customers to think it 
out making it an underlying “noise”.  
 
When the marketers finally realized they needed another way to interrupt customers, the 
strategies had to change. Godin (1999, p. 34-35) declare that in the end of the nineties 
there was a moment 22 with traditional marketing. He describes it as companies had to 
make their ads more intrusive to stand out and the more they invested in marketing, the 
louder the noise became which in turn lead to the noise getting worse and they invested 
even more. Lastly, Godin (1999, p. 35) wrote that a new kind of marketing was about to 
knock out the traditional marketing in the same way that cars knocked out horse whips. 
Considering the radical changes that have happened and is still going on in the world of 
marketing, we would like to say that he was correct in that statement.  
 
According to Armstrong et al. (2014, p. 4) marketing has changed in recent years, stating 
that marketers are now using new approaches such as websites and social networks 
online. Continuously they claim that today’s marketers want to become a part of the 
customer’s life and make them live the brand. Two goals of marketing are to 
communicate value to attract new customers and to keep the existing customers by 
creating satisfaction (Armstrong et al., 2014, p. 4). Companies are now trying to reach 
narrower markets where they have the possibility to create closer relationships with 
customers (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010, p. 427). This further strengthens our belief of the 
keywords, value and relationships, importance in today’s marketing. 
 
We believe that companies today need to create value for the customer, they need to show 
how their product can make the customer’s lives easier. In order to do this, the companies 
need to have great marketing communication focusing on the customer and their needs. 
Content Marketing can include both of these parts. We see Content Marketing as a 
broadly used concept but it is described by Content Marketing Institute (2017) as a 
marketing strategy aiming to create and distribute valuable content surrounding the 
company’s product or service. We chose to narrow the concept of creating value and 
distributing it by focusing on Brand Identification as a way to create value and 
Storytelling as a way to distribute the content. This made us include these two types of 
marketing concepts in our study.  
 
The marketing noise that Godin (1999) described as growing in 1999, we believe has 
developed even more since then. This could be seen as a problem for companies who 
want to develop marketing strategies and want to be noticed. The described problem leads 
to an important question for the companies, how should they implement their marketing 
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in order to stand out in this noise? We thought of the earlier mentioned keywords, value 
and relationships, and figured that by using the chosen fields of Content Marketing, 
Storytelling, and Brand Identification the companies could become positively perceived 
if they knew how to implement and work with them.  
 
1.2 Purpose and Research Questions 
 
The purpose of this study is to create guidelines and recommendations for companies that 
want to implement these fields in their marketing. We further believe that the study can 
contribute to the existing research with both a marketer’s- and customers view on the 
Storytelling, Brand Identification, and Content Marketing.  
 
To create the value that is needed in order to stand out in the noise in today’s marketing 
climate companies need to evolve their marketing. Theories within the fields of 
Storytelling, Brand Identification, and Content Marketing often explains how companies 
should work with them separately. But we wanted to see how these fields intertwine and 
are applied in the practical world in order to create the most suitable recommendations 
for the companies. This led us to our first research question;  
 

How does Content Marketing, Storytelling, and Brand Identification intertwine with 
each other when used in the practical world? 

 
Due to the abductive construction of this thesis we decided to continue our study further 
by creating a second research question after we had found an answer to our first research 
question; 
 

How are these types of marketing perceived by the receiver of the communication, 
namely the customer? 

 
We wanted to perform this study in order to create an evaluation of the existing theories 
relevance and connections to each other. We argue that by having more knowledge in 
this, it will be easier for companies to see how these marketing fields work in practice.  
 
1.3 Limitations 
Content Marketing is a broad concept, however in this study, we defined it as a strategy 
to create and distribute valuable, relevant, and consistent content to a specific audience. 
The concept of Content Marketing can, of course, be applied in multiple ways and 
companies do work with the topic differently. Since this study is our bachelor thesis we 
had to consider the limited time of ten weeks and the non-existent funding. We have 
performed a qualitative research where we wanted to limit our focus in order to get a 
greater understanding of the chosen subject. Therefore we chose to not cover the whole 
concept of Content Marketing. Instead, we decided to limit ourselves to two fields within 
Content Marketing; Storytelling and Brand Identification. We believed that these fields 
were the most interesting and perhaps the most effective areas in Content Marketing. 
Reasoning that both Storytelling and Brand Identification can contribute to creating value 
and relations. We are aware that companies can create and distribute valuable, relevant, 
and consistent content, i.e. Content Marketing, in many different ways and methods. 
Examples of this could be by performing field marketing or viral marketing. We took our 
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time limitation into consideration and chose the fields that would be included in our study, 
which in this case was Storytelling and Brand Identification.  
 
1.4 Definitions   
This study falls under the academic field of marketing and in order to do this research 
properly and for the convenience of the reader we chose to define a few concepts. 
 
During the study we will talk about traditional marketing versus Content Marketing. With 
traditional marketing, we refer to advertising through print, broadcast or telephone. Thus 
traditional marketing may come in form of printed ads in the newspaper, radio/TV 
commercials or a salesperson calling your phone trying to sell you their product.  
 
Content Marketing is often focusing more on digital platforms where you can target more 
narrow markets that can relate to your product, but it can appear in the traditional 
marketing channels such as TV/radio as well. The communicated message in Content 
Marketing is more often about telling a story, focusing on the customer’s need answering 
the question about why they need the product. Content Marketing is not clearly defined 
in Sweden but a definition has been made official in the US by the Content Marketing 
Institute. 
 
Content Marketing Institute (2017) defines Content Marketing as:  
 
“Content Marketing is a strategic marketing approach focused on creating and 
distributing valuable, relevant, and consistent content to attract and retain a clearly-
defined audience - and, ultimately, to drive profitable customer action.” 
 
The key word here is value. Instead of pitching in the product, the company should 
provide the customers with relevant, valuable, and useful content around the product. 
 
In this study, we will refer to what the company offers to their customers as only a 
product, but in reality it can be either a physical product or a service. This is in order to 
make this study as legible as possible.  
 
When writing this thesis, we also decided to define customers as the people experiencing 
the marketing. Therefore customers can be existing customers, possible customers, and 
also the ones exposed to the product even if they would not buy it i.e. consumers. We did 
this with the aim of making the thesis more legible and clear.  
 
Later in this thesis, we will bring up the concept of influencers. We define influencer as 
an individual that has the power to influence the purchasing behavior of customers due to 
their position or status.  
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2. Scientific Starting Point 
In this chapter, we will clarify our choice of scientific research method and approach, 
our scientific view as well as critically evaluate our choice of literature.  
   
2.1 Choice of Subject 
Technology is developing rapidly, the stereotype customer is changing thus also the 
marketing strategies. Content Marketing is a relatively new concept resulting in a fairly 
narrow range of theories and studies made in this area. Mostly the previous research is 
focused on the general term “Content Marketing” and how to work with it. We decided 
to narrow it down, even more, focusing on two parts we think is practicing Content 
Marketing; Storytelling and Brand Identification. We observed that there is research 
covering these fields in the academic world, but they are often studied separately. We 
noticed that the theories often showed connections to one and each other, therefore we 
wanted to test this by studying the fields combined. 
 
Because of the changes over time in our needs or demands, a company working with 
Content Marketing will constantly need to update their marketing. We believe that this 
makes the subject more interesting and we think that increasing our knowledge in this 
area will be useful in our future careers. We also thought it would be good to understand 
the customer’s view of this and how they actually are perceiving this kind of marketing. 
Since both of us have been studying abroad and are looking forward to an international 
career, we decided that it would be most beneficial for us to write this thesis in English. 
 
2.2 Preconceptions 
In order for the reader to understand our backgrounds and preconceptions in this study, 
we divided this part it into three parts: theoretical, practical, and general. The theoretical 
part is about our knowledge and education, the practical part is concerning our previous 
work experience, and the general part is regarding the pending outcome of this study.  
 
Theoretical 
Both of us are studying towards a Bachelor of Science in Business and Economics at 
Umeå University, however our programmes differ from each one another. Gustav’s 
programme is called Civilekonomprogrammet and he has been studying within the field 
of business, focusing mainly on marketing. Sara’s programme is more oriented towards 
Service Management, including courses within behavioral science and the logic of 
service. Both of us have studied business administration on a semester abroad. Gustav 
studied in Zürich, Switzerland whilst Sara studied in Prague, Czech Republic. This thesis 
contains theoretical elements of both marketing and behavioral science, which we believe 
can be of advantage for us. 
 
Practical 
Both of us have been working before and during our studies, in different fields and for 
different companies. The experience that we find useful within this area of studies is 
however limited to two previous employments. Gustav has been a trainee at the company 
SandellSandberg/Grow which have developed his knowledge within marketing. As the 
company which now goes under the name Grow is working with creating marketing 
campaigns, this experience could be of help in the thesis. Sara has worked as a student 
representative for Civilekonomerna, a trade union and Sweden’s biggest network for 
economists. This job comprised both recruiting and marketing among students, which can 
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be seen as a valuable experience to bring into this thesis. Sara also has several years of 
experience within customer-service which is also seen as a beneficial background in this 
area of research.  
 
General 
Our general preconceptions towards this study were that Content Marketing would be an 
intangible concept where the company could use Storytelling or Brand Identification as 
tools to reach the desirable Content Marketing. We also had the belief that all theories 
had advantages and disadvantages, resulting in that there should be some situations where 
this sorts of marketing are not suitable. Further, we believed that when doing our first 
interview with an experienced marketing consultant we would find some disadvantages 
of Storytelling, Brand Identification, and Content Marketing. We did also have the 
preconception that the respondents in the second round of interviews would believe that 
they are exposed to most marketing through the traditional channels such as TV. Not 
being aware of the exposure to marketing from e.g. social media where we believed they 
spent the most time.  
 
2.3 Scientific View and Knowledge 
Looking at our scientific view and knowledge we observed two different parts; the 
research philosophy and the philosophical perspective. This can also be named as the 
ontological and the epistemological view.   
 
Saunders et al. (2012, p. 127) describe the term research philosophy as the development 
of knowledge and the nature of that knowledge. Every research results in this, even if the 
purpose is not revolutionary, it is nonetheless developing new knowledge (Saunders et 
al., 2012, p. 127).  
 
First, we will explain what kind of vision we have on the nature of reality in this study, 
our ontological view. There are two ways to see the way the world operates; objectivism 
and subjectivism (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 131). The authors explain that both of them 
have their supporters in the scientific world and that both are acceptable to create valid 
facts by many researchers. Saunders et al. (2012, p. 131) describe objectivism as a 
perspective where a system exists in external and is independent of other actors. On the 
other hand, there is a view of subjectivism. Subjectivism is a scientific view described as 
when the reality is created through the attitudes and actions of the affected actors  
(Saunders et al., 2012, p. 131).  
 
Even though Saunders et al. (2012, p. 132) say it is possible to make use of both of these 
views when performing a study, essentially we will have a subjective perspective 
throughout this study. Since we are doing a qualitative study with interviews in this area 
which we also are educated within it is hard to be objective. We will try to see the reality 
through our respondents’ perspective and the result would probably differ using other 
respondents. This coheres with Bryman’s (1997, p. 113) explanation that in a qualitative 
study the researcher are handling with “insider-information” and not hard data such as 
statistics. This strengthen our choice of subjectivism even further, due to our research 
design including interviews.  
 
Secondly, we will explain our philosophical perspective/epistemological view, i.e. our 
view on what is considered as adequate knowledge in this study. There are a few different 
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main perspectives which can be used, Saunders et al. (2012, p. 134) mention for instance; 
positivism, realism, and interpretivism. They explain that a researcher who is focused on 
resources has the positivistic view whilst a researcher with a focus on feelings is more 
likely to have the interpretive philosophy. In this study, we will embrace the interpretive 
philosophy since we are interviewing respondents for a deeper understanding of their 
decision and their experienced feelings with marketing. Interpretivism stresses the 
importance for the researcher to understand the difference between humans in social roles 
(Saunders et al., 2012, p. 137). Another crucial part in the interpretivism is being able to 
be empathic, the challenge is to view the world from the research subjects’ perspectives 
(Saunders et al., 2012, p. 137). The authors also point out that not only are business cases 
unique, they are also complex. This made the choice of interpretivism as epistemological 
view suitable for us in this study, with our qualitative method and research question in 
mind. 
 
2.4 Research Method 
After having clarified the research questions, it is time to turn it into a process and 
deciding what method/design is the best to use in order to get the most credible and 
trustworthy result. The research design is a general plan over how researcher will answer 
the decided research question (Saunders et al., 2012, p. 159). The authors explain that the 
design will be the basis for what sources the data will be collected from, how to collect 
them, how to analyze the data and discuss ethical issues.   
 
According to Saunders et al. (2012, p. 161) there are three different designs that are 
common; quantitative, qualitative and multiple methods. The authors explain that 
quantitative methods often are used to collect data with numbers, compile questionnaires 
or analyzing stats and graphics. As opposition they clarify the qualitative design as 
collecting data in non-numeric ways, such as interviews, and get data in forms of words 
or images. This is supported by what Bryman (1997, p. 113) claims about the information 
you collect. He claims that in a quantitative design the information is likely to be reliable 
and hard, whilst from a qualitative it is more deep and soft. Bryman (1997, p. 113) also 
distinguish the different methods by saying that there is a difference in the relationship 
between scientists and subjects, in a quantitative method it is distanced while in a 
qualitative the relationship becomes closer.  
 
Due to the configuration of our research question, we decided that a qualitative method 
was the most accurate choice for us, hence it gives us the opportunity to get trustworthy 
data from both an experienced marketer and also credible information from the 
customer’s experience. 
 
Even if the qualitative method is the most suitable for this study, it does not mean it is 
without consideration. Bryman (1997, p. 91) highlight that it is problematic to describe 
the respondent's view in an accurate way and how valid the information is. Another 
problem with qualitative research can be that you normally specify the theories before the 
interviews and risk to create a false foundation with not so precise theories (Bryman, 
1997, p. 99). This problem we are handling with our abductive approach, which will be 
further explained in the chapter regarding our research approach. This allows us to go 
back to the theory chapter and make changes after answering our first research question.  
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2.5 Research Approach 
Saunders et al. (2012, p. 143) explain that the research approach is important for 
designing the project and that includes how clear the researcher are about the theory from 
the beginning. The authors describe three different approaches within the theory part; 
deduction, induction, and abduction. Deduction uses research to verify or reject existing 
theories whilst induction generally uses the research to generate or build new theories 
(Saunders et al., 2012, p. 144). Abduction, on the other hand, is explained by Saunders et 
al. (2012, p. 150) as instead of going from theory to results (deduction) or from results to 
theory (induction), abduction is an approach that goes back and forth. The authors 
continue the explanation as for where the data often is used to identify themes and patterns 
in order to generate new or adjust existing theories, which in turn often is tested with 
additional data.  
 
In our study, we examine the use of Content Marketing, specified on Storytelling and 
Brand Identification, and investigate how the customers are perceiving it. Firstly, we 
started with a chapter with theories, followed by interviewing an experienced marketer in 
order to test if the theories were relevant in practice. Secondly, we updated the theory 
chapter after that interview with a new theory to make sure we had the correct foundation 
for our interviews with the customers. As an addition, we studied the theory of The 
Golden Circle, due to the belief that is was an applicable theory within every field, on 
both a customer-, and company level. After revising our theory basis, we executed 
interviews with customers in order to see how they perceived this kind of marketing. This 
corresponds to our abductive method going back and forth allowing changes within the 
theories along the way, all in order to get the most understanding and having the most 
suitable foundation for our interviews. It is important to keep in mind that this study is 
presented in the order of the working process. We chose to present in this way so that the 
reader of this thesis can easier follow our abductive approach. 
 
2.6 Literature Search and Critical Evaluation 
One essential part of the research process is to study and review the existing theories in 
relevant field (Bryman, 2011, p. 92). We mainly used EBSCOhost (Business Source 
Premier), Google Scholar and the library of Umeå University in our search for interesting 
research. We read about the topics Content Marketing, Brand Identification, and 
Storytelling in order to gain deeper knowledge within these fields.  
 
Our sources contain most scientific articles and books, however there are some websites 
as well. We used different methods when searching for this, e.g. by using keywords for 
searching the databases. Examples of used keywords are; content, marketing, stories, 
story, identifying, customer, channels, and new marketing. We searched for these 
keywords both combined and independently.  
 
When it comes to the critical evaluation, it is of most importance that the sources used in 
a study are trustworthy. According to Thurén (2011, p. 13) there are four simple 
criterions; authenticity, concurrence, independent, and freedom of tendency, which is 
used for reviewing sources critically. The author further explains them as following:  
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Authenticity: The source needs to be exactly what it claims to be.  
Concurrence: The older the source is, the more reason there is to doubt it. 
Independent: The source should stand for itself, not referring to someone else.  
Freedom of Tendency: There should not be any reason to suspect that the source is 
showing a false image of reality, due to e.g. economical or personal interests.  
 
These criterions have been in our minds throughout the thesis, aiming for the highest of 
quality in this study. The first criterion, authenticity, we tried to meet by always doing a 
little research on the author/authors to make sure they presented themselves truthfully.  
 
We had concurrence in mind when choosing articles to read, trying to avoid using too 
many old sources. In some cases we read them and used them as examples of how we 
think the society has developed rather than stating that what they say is still accurate. 
Another reason that we chose to use a few older sources was that in some cases they count 
as classics and are most often the originating source.   
 
We have tried to keep our sources to only independent ones, but in some occasions the 
original source was not available resulting in a few dependent sources. There was always 
an alternative to purchase the article or book, but considering the nonexistent fundings, 
that option was not deemed suitable for us.  
 
When it comes to the criteria freedom of tendency, we do not see any risk with any of our 
sources being significantly biased. The theory named The Golden Circle added after the 
first empirical findings, origins from an experienced businessman and can, therefore, be 
experienced as biased in an economical context and by personal interests. We will, 
however, use this theory in a more thoughtful manner with the aim to strengthen the more 
unbiased sources and for use in our analysis. Since this theory coheres with so much of 
our empirical findings and other sources we did not see this as a problem, however, we  
had it in mind during the research process.  
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3. Practical Methodology 
This chapter will help the reader to understand the composition of this research. The 
different methods that we have chosen will be analyzed and accounted for when 
explaining how the empirical findings have been processed. At the end of this chapter, 
we will be discussing the ethical aspects.  
 
3.1 Sampling 
This thesis is made with an abductive research approach making our sampling for 
qualitative interviews divided into two parts. The first part is regarding our experienced 
marketing consultant and the second part is regarding our customers. As both of our 
samples have certain criterions that need to be fulfilled we have chosen to do them both 
as purposive samples. 
 
Bryman (2011, p. 350) describes purposive sampling as the procedure when the sample 
units are chosen because they possess particular features or experiences. By using a 
purposive sampling it is possible for the researcher to reach a deeper understanding and 
exploration of the researched question and themes (Bryman, 2011, p. 350). Purposive 
sampling is described further by Ritchie et al. (2014, p. 113) as individuals in the sample 
are chosen with a purpose to represent something in relation to key criterions.  They claim 
that purposive sampling has two primary ambitions where the first is to assure that the 
sample’s individuals are of relevance to the researched area. The other is to assure that 
the sample includes enough diversity so that the impact of the explored characteristics or 
criterion can be explored (Ritchie et al., 2014, p. 113-114). As an example the authors 
mention that age is a common selection criterion that many qualitative studies use. This 
criterion is of interest because it ensures that individuals of the relevant age groups are 
included in the study and the different perspectives between those groups can be explored. 
 
According to Merriam (1988, p. 48) purposive sampling is another name for what Goetz 
& LeCompte (1984, referred in Merriam, 1988, p. 48) calls criterion-based sampling. 
Goetz & LeCompte further explains that criterion-based sampling requires the researcher 
to create criteria or standards necessary for the respondents to be included in the study 
followed by then finding matching samples.  
 
As mentioned we wanted to test our theories against the reality in order to see how 
companies work with Content Marketing, Storytelling, and Brand Identification in the 
practical world. With this in mind we set up a few criterions for our first sample. It had 
to be someone who works with marketing in order for us to receive up to date information. 
The respondent would preferably be specialized in one of our theory fields and should 
have experience over time working with marketing. We immediately thought of company 
Grow after having set up our criterions due to Gustav’s history of working there. With 
the knowledge of their previous work we called the company and asked if they had 
someone experienced in these fields whom we could interview. These criterions together 
with our access led us to use Urban Björnström, our experienced marketing consultant as 
the first sample.   
 
As this thesis second sampling emphasizes a population of individuals exposed to 
marketing from our selected case studies we reasoned that applying a purposive sampling 
were the preferred way to find our sample. The criterions that we used to select our second 
sample of respondents is their age, no deeper knowledge of marketing and previous 
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exposure to at least one of the case studies marketing campaigns. Reasoning that these 
criterions, mainly the age, will give us a greater diversity in our respondents’ exposures 
to our case studies marketing and in their use of communication channels. We also believe 
that these criterions will affect which stories they tend to like and in how they identify 
themselves with brands as well as what content they find valuable. We did not see an 
increased value for the study by adding more criterias such as gender or hometown, as 
we believe that the answers depend more on personal attributes rather than static 
attributes. In order to find our respondents, we reached out through our social network 
and asked different individuals who met the criterions. This was due to the limitations of 
time, the sample selection had to be done faster than we would have wanted. We thought 
of the risks that could occur with this sampling, but even though we noticed some 
potential risks of the respondents not wanting to exploit themselves too much due to our 
relations. We did, however, see the advantages of this sample as more extensive than the 
risks. We believed that with a relationship to the interviewer it was easier for the 
respondents to be honest and open up more, feeling safe in the situation.   
 
3.2 Research Design 
In qualitative research there are numerous ways and methods of collecting information. 
Participant observation and unstructured interviews are two examples of this (Bryman, 
1997, p. 58-59). Bryman (2011, p. 415) explains the unstructured interviews further as 
the interviewer sometimes only has one question and the respondent gets to answer freely 
with follow-up questions from the interviewer. On the other hand, he explains another 
form of interviews as of a semi-structured nature, claiming that the interviewer then has 
themes with a guide of open questions to follow during the interview. We conducted our 
interviews after this structure, making a guide for our interview where we had different 
questions lined up after themes in order to keep the interview efficient and structured. 
Bryman (2011, p. 415) also mentions that it is still possible to ask questions that are not 
in the guide if necessary and that the questions are not forced to be in the same order as 
in the guide.  
 
When we conducted our interviews, we asked our respondents follow-up questions or 
reformulated them if the respondent had troubles understanding. We performed the 
interviews in Swedish even though we are writing this study in English. This was in order 
to keep our respondents as comfortable as possible, not having to think of ways to 
formulate themselves in a different language than their mother tongue. We explained this 
for the respondents and asked for their approval, and after the interviews, we sent them 
our empirical parts to make sure that our translations did not interfere with their actual 
answers. This was important to us since a qualitative interview, in general, has an aim to 
understand the world from the respondent’s point of view and the meaning of their 
experiences (Kvale, 2007). We thought the best way of reaching that understanding was 
by letting the respondents speak in the language they are most comfortable in and then 
we could translate it afterward and use it in our analysis.  
 
Our interview-guides was created after what Bryman (2011, p. 419) advises when 
creating interviews. He claims that an interview-guide should contain themes, with the 
questions in a reasonable order, formulate the question in a way that the answers will give 
you what you need. Furthermore, the advice from him is to use an understandable 
language for the respondents, not to ask leading questions and to be precise when noting 
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the background information. This further strengthens our choice of conducting the 
interviews in Swedish. 
 
Since we made this study with an abductive approach it resulted in that we had two 
different kinds of interviews. Regarding the one with Urban Björnström, we had one 
guide with questions, see appendix 1. Considering he is an experienced marketing 
consultant, we could ask more complicated and deeper questions within our fields of 
theories. The language was more academic with specific marketing terms that we knew 
that he was familiar with. The guide used with the customers, on the other hand, was of 
a more general nature. The language was easily understood since none of them had any 
experience of marketing in their work or studies. The questions were also more universal, 
leaving the respondents to answer freely and for us to analyze those answers against our 
theories, see appendix 2.  
 
In order to have something specific to ask the customers about and the possibility to give 
examples, we created four case studies. According to Ritchie et al. (2014, p. 165) case 
examples introduced by the researcher can add depth and richness to the collection of 
data. The authors further explain that it helps the respondents to go beyond their first 
general response and reach another level of specificity. Because of this, we included some 
questions in our guide towards the customers about our cases so that they would get the 
possibility to speak from examples and more specified brands.  
 
When selecting which cases we wanted to study in this thesis we once again used 
different criterions for the selection of companies. The criterions followed as: 

• The companies must be in different industries. 
• The companies must be Swedish or have a Swedish history. With the reason that 

the customers may relate more and have an increased probability of exposure to 
the companies’ types of marketing. 

• The companies must be large enough to be recognized by at least one of the 
interviewed customers. 

• The companies must use Storytelling in some way. 
 
With this criterions, we believe that the case studies we chose would be helpful for us in 
order to study the customer’s perception of different types of Storytelling, Brand 
Identification, and Content Marketing. Reasoning that it will be easier for the customer 
to discuss their perception if they have something which they can relate their experiences 
towards. The companies we chose as case studies were all large companies that would 
probably be recognized by our respondents, namely; ICA, Volvo, Daniel Wellington, and 
Arla Foods. 
 
3.3 Implementations/Performance 
When Gustav was working at Grow, it was not in the same department as Björnström, 
leading to the fact that they had not worked with each other from before. We thought this 
was an important factor in order to rule out the risk of getting biased answers since we 
wanted a professional interview.  
 
When we conducted our interviews, we did it in different ways due to our limitations in 
both times and the non-existent fundings. The first interview with Urban Björnström, the 
experienced market consultant, was made over the telephone. We would have preferred 
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to execute the interview in person, in order to see his body language and expressions 
during the questions. But due to our limitations, we had to choose between finding a 
respondent here in Umeå or performing the interview through the telephone since 
Björnström is working in Stockholm. We could perhaps have used other medias such as 
Skype or other video-call softwares but as Björnström suggested an interview over the 
telephone, we decided to not ask him further for a video communication. After reading 
that Bryman (2011, p. 432) claims that the difference is insubstantial between the answers 
conducted in direct compared to telephone interviews, we further decided that executing 
our first interview over the phone were not going to affect the results. The interview took 
55 minutes and was contributive for our research giving us numerous of new insights and 
perspectives.  
 
Regarding our second set of interviews, with the customers, we instead performed them 
in person. According to Bryman (2011, p. 432-433), one advantage of performing 
interviews face to face is that it is easier for the interviewer to notice facial expressions 
and body language, which can indicate confusion, fear, or feelings. We believed this 
would be helpful for us in order to see if the respondents find the questions confusing so 
that we could explain what we meant in an easily understood way.  
 
The interviews varied between 45 to 65 minutes and all of the respondents appeared 
relaxed, comfortable, and easy-going, see the interview guide in appendix 2. We asked a 
few questions that could easily be perceived as confusing, such as “Why does Daniel 
Wellington exist?”, but that was our purpose and the respondents handled it seemingly 
well. The first questions were general questions and then we used our four case studies 
in order to have something tangible as examples. The reason for this was that some of the 
things we wanted to analyze here were hard to ask the customers without getting too 
fuzzy. 
 
3.4 Managing the Data and Material  
During the interview over the phone, we used a programme recording the conversation in 
order to avoid the need to take notes, we thought this would make it easier for us to keep 
the conversation flowing not having to stop and write down answers. According to 
Bryman (2011, p. 428), the recording material sometimes can be disturbing to the 
respondent. In our case we used an application in the phone making it impossible for the 
respondent to be disturbed by the physical recording gear. On the other hand, Björnström 
approved the recording of the interview on beforehand. We are aware of that the recording 
may result in some nervousness but it was nothing that we noticed.  
 

During the interviews with the customers, we used the same method as with Urban 
Björnström, but in person. We conducted them one-on-one, in order to get the respondent 
as comfortable as possible not being in a position where there is a “two against one-
feeling”. When managing the data afterward we did not see any greater differences in the 
length or quality of the interviews performed by each and one of us. We also used the 
recording application in our phones, that the respondent had approved to, in order to have 
a relaxed conversation not taking notes. This was in order to make the respondents feel 
more confident and relaxed, and furthermore, give us more trustworthy and reliable 
answers. We are aware that it can result in some nervousness being recorded, but since 
the program was on our phones it was not particularly disturbing and we did not notice 
any nervousness with any of our respondents. This is an overviewing chart over our 
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interviews, including when and where they were conducted, how long time it took, and 
which one of us that held the interview.  
 
 
Respondent Age Where When Time Interviewer 
Urban Björnström - Telephone April 21th 14.00-14.55 Gustav 

Nora 28 Gävle May 2nd 10.00-10.50 Sara 
Erik 29 Stockholm May 2nd 11.00-12.05 Gustav 

Richard 56 Stockholm May 3rd 10.00-11.00 Gustav 

Lisa 15 Gävle May 3rd 12.00-12.45 Sara 

Kjell 25 Umeå May 4th 18.00-19.00 Sara 

Johanna 22 Umeå May 4th 17.00-17.55 Gustav 
Table 1 - Overview of Interviews  
 
After the interviews, we sat down together in order to listen and transcribe the answers 
together since only one of us was conducting the interview. We transcribed the answers 
in order to have a good overview of what was said, not risk to forget anything important, 
and have a valid basis for citations. When the data was collected and transcribed we did 
the analysis comparing the empirical findings to the theories that we found within the 
areas. After transcribing the interviews, we named our respondents with fictive names in 
order to make it easier for us and the reader to separate them both in the empirical and 
analysis part.  
 
In analysis 1 we compared and analyzed the marketing consultant’s experiences and 
thoughts against the theories which we will present in chapter 4, trying to answer our first 
research question. After transcribing the second round of interviews we wrote them down 
to fit the empirical chapter, we compared and analyzed the results from the six 
respondents against the theories and the results from analysis 1. All of this in order to 
answer our following second research question in the best possible way. 
 
3.5 Access 
With access, we refer to the access of information that would contribute to answering our 
research questions.  During our interviews, we took actions to gain as much access as 
possible. We gave Björnström the option to be anonymous reasoning that this would make 
him feel more comfortable in being open about his opinions during the interview. He did 
however not see any problems or complications of being mentioned in the thesis. We let 
him answer as freely as possible regarding our questions about the theory fields and how 
they are implemented in marketing. Our experiences from the interview with Björnström 
is that the interview held a good pace, it felt like he was honest and gave us as much 
access as he could. In the interviews regarding the customers, we immediately explained 
that we will keep them anonymous as their names would not add any relevance to the 
thesis. This decision was made with the belief that it would add more to their comfort and 
in turn giving us more access to their feelings and experiences. We felt that all of the 
respondents were honest and open to our questions. We believe that the idea of asking 
our more general questions regarding marketing channels, experiences, identification, 
and behavior before going into the questions regarding our case studies gave us more 
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unbiased answers. If we would have instead begun with the questions about our case 
studies, we believe that the respondent’s feelings and experiences towards some questions 
could have been affected by their previous answers towards certain brands. Of course, 
their answers to the first case study questions could have affected the answers regarding 
our other case study brands. The risk of respondents answering advocating for certain 
brands is always existent, we have however tried to take this into consideration 
throughout our research. 
 
3.6 Ethics and Social Aspects 
The ethical aspect of research does not differ significantly between qualitative and 
quantitative methods, it should follow the same guidelines (Langemar, 2008, p. 147). The 
author continues with four main demands that should be fulfilled within the ethical part 
of participation; information, consent, confidentiality, and utility requirement.  
 
Langemar (2008, p. 148-152) explain these demands as following:  
 
Information: Information regarding what it means to participate should always be 
given in forehand. If there are some elements that can be experienced as uncomfortable, 
this should be pointed out extra. The purpose of the study can be hidden if it does not 
constitute harm towards the respondents.  
Consent: This stresses that participation in science always should be voluntary. For the 
participation to be counted as voluntary all the information needed should be given. The 
interviewer should also remind the respondent that they do not have to answer every 
question in case they find it uncomfortable.   
Confidentiality: This part is about the confidentiality, that the interviewer needs to treat 
all of the information with care. It is forbidden to hand out information that can be used 
to identify participants against their will. This can often be a problem within qualitative 
research where there can be lots of information about the respondents in their answer 
such as where they work, etc. 
Utility: This part is treating the fact that the material collected can only be used for 
research purposes, and not in entertainment or commercial purposes unless otherwise 
agreed.  
 
We have the belief that when analyzing people’s behavior and feelings, however, there is 
always the risk of asking questions that are perceived as intruding. Due to this, we have 
had the previously mentioned demands in mind throughout our research. When it comes 
to the demand of information we gave our respondents as much insight as possible 
regarding the coming questions. The purpose of this thesis was clearly explained when 
interviewing Björnström in order to get as deep and relevant answers as possible. When 
interviewing the customers however we decided not to mention the final purpose in order 
to not affect their answers or risk making them nervous. Regarding the demand of 
consent, there was no enforcement to answer any of the questions. We did clearly 
communicate that we would have full confidentiality throughout our study. On purpose 
we also left out the question regarding the customer’s personal details such as name or 
workplace, only asking for their age and personal interests. Regarding utility, we reason 
that the information from our interviews is solely for the use of our bachelor thesis and 
therefore we do not find any interest in using the collected data somewhere else. After 
the transcription, we have deleted the recorded data to prevent it from being used by 
someone else. 
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Kvale (2007, p. 24) mention another important ethical issue that might arise in the 
transcription phase of an interview. He explains that the confidentiality of the respondent 
must be protected and that there is also a question regarding if the transcribed text is 
corresponding to what the respondent has said. In order to ensure us of this, we decided 
to send our two empirical findings parts of the thesis to our answering interviewees. This 
was extra important to us, due to the translation to English. Conclusively, this was done 
not only to get their approval of that it is translated correct but also for minimizing the 
risk of losing or distortion of information that follows with translation.  
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4. Theory  
In this chapter we will examine and highlight theories within our chosen areas; Content 
Marketing, Storytelling, and Brand Identification. We will start with Content Marketing 
theories and then narrow it down towards Storytelling and Brand Identification. In the 
end there will be a summary of the most relevant theories.  
 
4.1 Content Marketing 
Content Marketing is one of the many subcategories within marketing which is defined 
as where companies create content that is of value for the customers in order to make new 
and keep existing customer relations (Barregren & Tegborg, 2013, p. 29). Further, the 
authors explain three important principles within Content Marketing; it must be obvious 
that the company is the publisher, the target customer must find the content valuable, and 
the aim should be to attract both new and maintain existing customers.  
 
Because of these principles, there are three important practical keywords in Content 
Marketing; long-term, systematic, and regularly (Barregren & Tegborg, 2013, p. 30). The 
authors explain that Content Marketing demands thinking long-term considering that it 
takes time to generate paying customers. Further on the valuable content needs to be 
produced systematically during this longer process and the publishing to be done 
regularly due to the aim of cultivating relations.  
 
Most of the marketing agencies are now self-appointed experts in Content Marketing, but 
plenty of them are working with marketing same way as always (Barregren & Tegborg, 
2013, p. 31-33). This results according to Barregren & Tegborg (2013, p. 31-33) in that 
some companies’ praises Content Marketing while some do not, making it look like a 
hype or a trend. The authors continue by illustrating an example where the companies 
learned about the profits of providing user value, they will not be able to make a product 
or marketing without that value. In that case, another company will steal the customer if 
they are providing more user value, resulting in the conclusion of that Content Marketing 
is not a trend, it is here to stay (Barregren & Tegborg, 2013, p. 33).  
 
Since Content Marketing is here to stay and comprises the need to understand the 
customers we need to get a broader understanding in this area. To do this it is important 
to study the customer's process from receiving the message until purchasing. Kotler & 
Armstrong (2010, p. 433-434) creates six stages of buyer-readiness explaining the 
customer's journey from awareness of the company to purchasing the product. Those 
stages are; awareness, knowledge, liking, preference, conviction, and lastly purchasing. 
Kotler & Armstrong (2010, p. 434) explains further that companies first must make the 
customers curious about your product by building awareness and knowledge. After this 
stage the author explains how the customers feel about their product, leading to the stages 
liking and preference. They clarify that not only is it enough that the customers like the 
product but the customers should prefer your product before anyone else’s in the same 
field. Lastly, the stages conviction and purchasing come, meaning when the customers 
are convinced that your product is the best alternative to get the promised value they will 
purchase your product (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010, p. 434).  
 
As we mentioned in the introduction part of this thesis, the marketing noise is getting 
worse which makes it more important to have a clear marketing communication. One 
model in the communication area is AIDA, that according to Rawal (2013) is the most 
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uncomplicated model but yet the most powerful and that it is attributed to a pioneer in 
marketing named Elias St. Elmo Lewis. AIDA stands for “attention, interest, desire and 
action” and is a model separating the stages customers often go through until they 
consume (Smith & Taylor, 2004, p. 44).  
 
After having defined customer's desired journey, the company needs to develop an 
effective message (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010, p. 434) which we believe can be created 
by using the classic AIDA-model. Kotler and Armstrong (2010, p. 434) do commend the 
original AIDA-model and the use of it, although, in practice only a few messages will 
actually get the customer to purchase. They explain that the AIDA-model contains all the 
desirable characteristics for a successful message where it gets attention, hold interest, 
arouse desire, and obtain action. 
 
AIDCAS 
A more developed kind of the AIDA-model is named AIDCAS where C for Confidence 
and S for Satisfaction is added to the original model (Barregren & Tegborg, 2013, p. 48). 
We believe that by using this extension to the theory, it would add more value to our area 
of research. AIDCAS’s sequence of the mental stages differs from AIDA and are instead 
put in the following order: attention, interest, desire, confidence, action, and satisfaction. 
 
Barregren & Tegborg (2013, p. 48) describes the stages as following:  
 
Attention: The first part of the message is to gain attention in some way. 
Interest: In this stage, it is crucial to show the value of the product or service, not the 
characteristics in order to create interest. 
Desire: When the customer know it will satisfy their needs, the desire to buy the 
product will come. 
Confidence; This part is about trust. Customers need to be convinced why the product is 
the only alternative and be confident that the company will satisfy their needs. 
Action: When customers have been through all these earlier stages, the company can 
encourage them to become a paying customer. 
Satisfaction: In today's marketing, this can be seen as the most important part. The 
product needs to meet their expectations and create satisfaction among customers. This, 
in turn, leads to them telling all their like-minded friends about the product, giving the 
company even more potential customers. 
 
These three different theories; Kotler & Armstrong’s (2010, p. 433-434) customer 
journey, the original AIDA, the extended AIDCAS contains numerous similarities 
making the key outcome of customer's mental stages to consuming more trustworthy. 
One way of getting the customer’s awareness or attention is by developing a message 
with a clear purpose, which can be done by implementing the The Golden Circle. 
 
The Golden Circle 
According to U. Björnström (personal communication, 20 April, 2017) a common reason 
for companies to hire consultants, is because they lack the ability to look at their 
marketing from an outside perspective. Instead, Björnström describes that companies 
have a tendency to have a perspective from within their operation. He further explains 
that at the core, customers are not interested in products and services instead they are 
interested in themselves. Concluding in that if products and services can make the 
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customer’s life easier or fulfill a meaning in their life, it will be more successful. With 
this information in mind, we found a theory explaining the differences about perspectives 
one might have.  
 
The Golden Circle is a theory that provides predictability and structure in human behavior 
(Sinek, 2009, p. 38). Despite the many fields of application for the theory of The Golden 
Circle, we have chosen to apply it in a marketing perspective, arguing that this is our core 
area of research. 
 
Sinek (2009, p. 38) claims that The Golden Circle can be used as an alternative 
perspective to the current beliefs about why some organizations have been able to achieve 
high levels of influence on their surrounding. Continually he explains that The Golden 
Circle have a lot of different areas of application. The Golden Circle can e.g. be used in 
marketing and it can be used to demonstrate where loyalty and inspiration arrive from 
within social groups (Sinek, 2009, p. 38-39). In order to make it more visible for the 
reader of this thesis, we will illustrate The Golden Circle model below. 
 

 
Figure 1 - The Golden Circle Illustrated 

The definitions of the terms in figure 1 are the following according to Sinek (2009, p. 
39): 
 
WHAT: The majority of all companies or organizations know what they are doing. Most 
people can describe the products or services which a company sells or what function an 
organization fulfills. No matter which industry or field the company operates within 
people is most often aware of the company’s what. 
 
HOW: Defining how a company differs is, however, something that not everyone is 
aware of. Some companies or organizations does know how they do what they do. 
Others are aware of that they do something in a different way. Many of those companies 
further believe that their how influence the customer’s decision whether to buy from 
them or not. 
 
WHY: Only a few people among companies or organizations can explain why they do 
what they do. Some companies might answer that their why is to make money, but 
according to Sinek (2009, p. 39) this is not an answer to why, it is rather a result. Why 
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should instead be explained as the purpose, cause or belief of the company or 
organization.  
 
Sinek (2009, p. 39) claim that when most people communicate, it goes from the outside 
in, from the outer- to the inner circle in figure 1. The author further explains the reason 
for this is as most people usually think it is simpler to start with something distinct as 
what instead of starting with something diffuse as why. However, there are persons who 
communicate from the inside out of The Golden Circle instead and they often possess the 
ability to inspire others (Sinek, 2009, p. 39). 
 
According to Sinek (2009, p. 40) applying this theory while communicating a message 
could make the perception of that message among customers differ. He mentions an 
example of communicated messages from the company Apple. Sinek (2009, p. 40) 
explain that if they would have done like most other companies, going from the outside-
in it would look similar to this; 
 

“We make great computers. They’re beautifully designed, simple to use and user-
friendly. Wanna buy one?” 

 
But if Apple would instead communicate a message through the inside out, as Apple often 
does according to Sinek (2009, p. 40) it would instead look something similar to this; 
 

“Everything we do, we believe in challenging the status quo. We believe in thinking 
differently. The way we challenge the status quo is by making our products beautifully 
designed, simple to use and user-friendly. And we happen to make great computers. 

Wanna buy one?” 
 
The second message is a completely different message in comparison to the first message 
and most would find the second message more appealing (Sinek, 2009, p.41). The author 
further describes that some companies such as Apple have, without necessarily 
distributing the market’s best products, still have great influence on their customers. 
According to Sinek (2009, p. 41) the reason for this is because people do not buy what a 
company do, they are more interested in why a company does it.  
 
Sinek (2009, p. 47) claim that it is harder for companies to build loyalty among their 
customers and differentiate themselves if they compete with attributes such as price, 
quality, or services. While companies who instead possess a clear idea of what their why 
is do not have to be as threatened by competitors (Sinek, 2009, p. 47). He means that 
instead, these companies are differentiating themselves enough with their why and that 
the customers often are aware of this as well. Sinek (2009, p. 47) points critique at 
marketing professionals who describe the companies that communicate their why as 
selling lifestyles and claim that instead of selling lifestyles, these companies attract 
customers with certain lifestyles. Further he describes that not only might the company 
benefit from having a defined why, the customer might also find it beneficial as their 
individual why can be proved by the brand or product. 
 
According to Sinek (2009, p. 30-34) communicating from the inside out is however not 
always the best strategy. He means that some companies, especially those who relies on 
single transaction businesses, might not benefit from building loyalty with their 
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customers. Sinek (2009, p. 30-34) refers to single transaction businesses as companies 
who only have a one-time or very few interactions with their customers. He explains that 
for companies that have transactions that occur a single time, it might not be necessary 
for them to nurture their relations to the customers. There can also be a risk involved in 
chasing the why for a company, as the company might focus less on the part of how 
(Sinek, 2009, p.184). The author also mentions that a common reason for small businesses 
to fail is because a why without a how might lack structure.  
 
We believe that the theory The Golden Circle show great viability to be applied in 
marketing, with connections to all the researched fields in this thesis. Communicating 
your purpose, cause or belief is one way of telling a story about the company or the 
company’s core values. While making products with a clear why can draw customers with 
certain lifestyles to buy them is in a way connected to Brand Identification. With our 
view, the creation of value through communicating the company’s why could also be 
linked to Content Marketing as a concept. When the company has created a message, 
possibly with this theory in mind, it is time to decide in what marketing channels to 
communicate this message in order to reach the wanted segment.  
 
Marketing channels 
As earlier mentioned, the marketing strategies are changing according to Kotler & 
Armstrong (2010, p. 427) with marketers deviating from mass marketing. Instead, the 
authors argue that marketers are cultivating more focused marketing designed to create 
closer relationships within limited micro-markets. The new digital age with all the 
communication tools such as telephones, iPads as well as the internet creates great 
platforms for companies to interact with targeted customers (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010, 
p. 427).  
 
Digital Content Marketing can according to Rowley (2008, p. 522) be defined as a 
management process where a company identifies, forecasts and satisfy customers 
demands profitably with digital content, and distribute it through digital channels.  
 
According to Rowley (2004 p. 25), marketing communication in today's digital world 
needs to create presence, relationship, and mutual value. This coheres with Barregren & 
Tegborg (2013, p. 10) idea that content marketing is all about making the marketing 
communication valuable for customers. They also mention an example about a blogpost 
where the customer becomes aware of possibilities with a product but also gets more 
value in form of knowledge.  
 
Rowley (2004, s. 25) defines creating presence as a phase when building awareness in 
marketing to ensure visibility for the product. Further on she explains it as the company 
introduces itself to the customers and intend to create a personality and identity that will 
inspire customers to get familiar with the brand. This can also be linked to the stages of 
attention and interest in Barregren & Tegborg’s (2013) model of AIDCAS. Rowley 
(2008) also highlights the positive aspects of creating presence through online marketing 
such as it consumes less resources in comparison to traditional marketing.  
 
As mentioned Content Marketing is about creating value for the customers. The company 
needs to develop messages illustrating this value by communicating through the 
company’s chosen marketing channels. We observe that Rowley (2004, p. 25) explain 
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that the company needs to introduce themselves to the customers. Which in turn leads us 
into the concept of Storytelling which is one possible way to perform marketing 
communication. 
 
4.2 Storytelling 
Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 10-11) describe that when used in marketing, 
Storytelling is often referred to as Corporate Storytelling but it can take on many forms 
such as organizational storytelling or business storytelling. With their explanation in 
mind, we have chosen to call the concept Storytelling throughout the study. Dennisdotter 
& Axenbrant (2008, p. 10-11) further describe that Storytelling used in marketing is the 
art of using stories that evolve around the company in both internal and external ways.  
 
According to Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 10-11), the using of Storytelling in 
marketing arrived in Sweden during the late 1990’s and over the last years, more people 
have realized the value of it. The authors claim that Storytelling can be used and adapted 
extraordinary well in marketing situations because it is such a powerful and penetrating 
tool for communication. Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 10-11) claims that by using 
stories, companies can transmit a message regarding their identity and create an image 
about the company's vision while also providing an emotional effect among the 
customers.  
 
Psychologists have proved that three times as much information can be processed and 
remembered by the receiver if the message is told in forms of an anecdote, fable or story 
compared to presenting a fact by itself (Aaker & Joacimsthaler, 2000, p. 77). This further 
proves the advantages of communicating the why from The Golden Circle in order to 
reach the limbic brain of customers (Sinek, 2009, p. 56). He describes the limbic brain as 
a part of the brain which controls feelings and is incapable of communicating. The limbic 
brain will be described more thoroughly in the subparagraph 4.3 Brand Identification. 
 
Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 10-11) describe that Storytelling as a marketing 
technique can be performed in many forms and states that it is possible to use stories, 
myths, and fables both in written form as in oral form. Continuously they argue that a 
well-told story is a part of companies’ cultural capital and can as well be used in a 
marketing context. Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 10-11) further argues that one of 
the important advantages a company can get by using stories to build a marketing concept 
is the fact that it is hard for competitors to copy. The authors conclude that stories which 
include messages that distinguish from others also can be spread more easily and in that 
way reach numerous people without the company spending more resources on the 
campaign.  
 
Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 54) states that “All companies and organizations 
have the raw-material to create their own unique story in order to differentiate themselves 
from the market.” We believe that this makes Storytelling as an academic field even more 
interesting and relevant to research within. 
 
Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 12) illustrates that Storytelling is about creating 
stories in the company and mediate the purpose of these in an educational, 
understandable, and simple way. They claim this is in order to reach more senses of the 
customer and add value to the company’s products.  
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Dennisdotter and Axenbrant (2008, p. 12) argues that by telling a story connected to the 
brand, it’s possible to create more value for the customer such as fulfilling certain 
emotional needs in conjunction with the transaction. Further on they describe the different 
areas of implementation for Storytelling, which can differ a lot depending on the wanted 
outcome. Concluding that Storytelling can be used a strategic tool, supporting strategy 
around the company on both external and internal levels in order to transmit a message 
from the company (Dennisdotter & Axenbrant, 2008, p. 12). They also state that it can be 
used on an internal level in order to raise the employees working spirit or to help them 
accept changes. But the most important use for Storytelling that Dennisdotter & 
Axenbrant (2008, p. 13) brings up for this study, which is our area of focus, is the use of 
Storytelling for external communication. The authors describe that Storytelling can be 
used in order to clarify and amplify the company’s values as well as in a marketing 
purpose. This further proves that Storytelling is one of the many possible fields of 
application for The Golden Circle. As Sinek (2009, p.41) stated people do not buy what 
a company does, they are more interested in why the company does it. We believe that by 
using Storytelling the company can communicate their why in a simple and educational 
way. 
 
According to Holt (2003, p. 44) Storytelling is also an important tool which helps and 
allows brands to become icons. He claims that if a company successfully creates a myth 
linked to the brand through advertisements, customers often come to perceive the myth 
as embodied in the products. This results in instead of buying just the product they buy it 
to consume the myth and to forge a relationship with the author: the brand (Holt, 2003, 
p. 44). Which we believe makes Storytelling close to the theoretical field of Brand 
Identification. 
 
4.3 Brand Identification  
The business model for most companies nowadays is to be socially responsible, 
environmentally conscious, and being profitable whilst creating value is the undeniable 
goal (Wheeler, 2013, p. 42). The author also appoints that the brand itself is an abstract 
asset but the brand identity includes all obvious expressions from the process with 
packaging to the website, maintains the created value. Wheeler (2013, p. 42) is also 
stating that a brand identity is a strategic business tool that builds awareness and 
recognition, communicates quality, uniqueness, and competitive differences.  
 
Kim et al. (2001, p. 196) describe the concept of customer’s identification with a brand 
is built on social identification theories which origins are to be found in the social 
psychology. Social identification is described by various authors (Bhattacharya et al., 
1995, p. 47; Bergami & Bagozzi, 2000, p. 557) as the perception or cognitive state of 
belonging to a group resulting in that the person identifies themselves with the particular 
group.  
 
Sinek (2009, p. 53) also brings up the effects of the feeling of belonging to a group. He 
states that the feeling of belonging is a basic human need. Sinek (2009, p. 53) describe 
this feeling as a non-rational feeling and instead as a constant one that exists among all 
people. He states that people get an increased feeling of being safe when they belong to 
a group. Concluding that in order to feel connected to a group, people are ready to go 
great lengths by doing irrational things and even spend money. People want to be around 
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groups or organizations that share the same values as themselves (Sinek, 2009, p. 53). If 
we look back at The Golden Circle, companies who show what products they offer can 
be appealing for customers, but it might not create that feeling of belonging (Sinek, 2009, 
p. 54). Sinek also argues that if companies instead communicate their beliefs, core values, 
or cause, it might make customers go great lengths in order to include the company’s 
products in their lives.  
 
Another form of identification is the organizational identification, that is described by 
both Bergami & Bagozzi (2000, p.557) and Bhattacharya et al. (1995, p. 47) as one of the 
most developed forms of the concept “social identification”. Further, they define it as 
when a person has the feeling of belonging to a certain organization. This coheres with 
other scientist’s (Mael & Ashforth, 1992, p. 105; Kim et al, 2001, p. 197) explanation of 
organizational identification where an individual defines itself in terms of its membership 
in a particular organization.  
 
Tajfel (1978, p. 443) states that if the individuals possess self-awareness or self-
knowledge of belonging, it allows them to create a social identity and define themselves 
in relation to that group. Another theory on the subject is brought up by Sirgy and Su 
(2000) where they apply four aspects in their studies of the self-concept in order to explain 
and predict customer behavior among tourists. Those four aspects follow as; the actual 
self-image, the ideal self-image, the social self-image and the ideal social self-image. We 
believe that these four aspects are relevant for researching customers in general. (Sirgy & 
Su, 2000, p. 342-343) describe the actual self how customers see themselves whilst the 
ideal self is aspirational and idealizes how customers would like to see themselves. While 
the social self-image is defining how customers believe they are perceived by others and 
the ideal social self-image idealizes how they would like to be perceived by others (Sirgy 
& Su, 2000, p. 343). 
 
Another author who argues for the connections between personality traits and brands is 
Aaker (1999, p.45). His research shows that if brands can help an individual to express 
itself or its self-concept, it will have a positive impact on the customer’s preference. 
 
Bhattacharya & Sen (2003, p. 79) discusses that attractiveness for a company’s identity 
among customers is based on their perceptions of that identity. They suggest that 
customers are more likely to be attracted to a brand identity if it helps them to satisfy at 
least one of three theoretical self-definitional needs; Self-continuity, self-distinctiveness, 
and self-enhancement.  
 
The attractiveness of the brand identity is likely connected to these self-definitional needs; 
how similar it is to the customer’s own identity, its distinctiveness in traits that the 
customer values, and the brand identity’s prestige (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003, p. 79). The 
authors also claim that the customer’s perceptions of a brand’s identity and their reaction 
towards it are depending on to which extent they know and trust the identity.  
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Figure 2 - The Golden Circle and The Limbic Brain 

As mentioned earlier The Golden Circle as a theory can be linked to Brand Identification. 
Sinek (2009, p. 55) explain that The Golden Circle correspond closely to the three major 
levels of the human brain. He describes that the neocortex part of the brain is responsive 
to the what level. The neocortex is the part of the brain that is responsible for the rational 
thoughts and language (Sinek, 2009, p. 56). He continues to explain the two inner sections 
of the brain, the limbic section, that is responsive towards the why level of The Golden 
Circle. The limbic brain is in turn responsible for feelings (Sinek, 2009, p. 56). The author 
stresses that the limbic brain also is responsible for making decisions and steers our 
behavior, however it have no capacity for language. Sinek (2009, p. 56) explains that 
because of the lack of language in the limbic brain, it is hard for us to sometimes explain 
our feelings. He illustrates that if a company communicate from the outside in by example 
telling customers about features of a product or service, it does not steer the behavior of 
customers. If a company instead communicates from the inside out of the Golden Circle, 
it will be easier to affect the customer’s decisions and feelings (Sinek, 2009, p. 56). This 
means that if companies can communicate with our feelings, they can do just that, create 
emotional responses. 
 
When it comes to creating Brand Identification, Bhattacharya & Sen (2003, p. 86) states 
that managers must consider if they really want their customers to identify themselves 
with their company. The reason for this statement is that not all companies may benefit 
from going beyond satisfying customer’s basic needs in order to fulfill their higher self-
definitional needs. Bhattacharya & Sen (2003, p. 86) describes that the rewards from 
building a brand identity are likely to depend on factors such as a company’s industry, 
the customer base, its competitive position and its current strategies. An example brought 
up by Elsbach and Bhattacharya (2001, p.397) is that companies with a broad spectrum 
of customer-segments, identification among one segment might lead to disidentification 
among others.   
 
According to Bhattacharya & Sen (2003, p. 86) companies who benefit the most of Brand 
Identification are business-to-customer companies because of the provided opportunity 
for direct consumption as well as the customer’s possible opportunity for self-expression. 
Further, they argue that companies with low differentiation among their products may 
benefit more from the value of identification towards to the brand. 
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Bhattacharya & Sen (2003, p. 86) states that in order to successfully implement a strategy 
involving Brand Identification, it is of most importance for companies to communicate 
their identities clearly, in a reasoned way and in a persuasive manner. The authors also 
bring up the importance of continually monitor identity information that might appear 
from uncontrollable sources, so that they can retaliate this information with controllable 
channels. Companies must devote significant resources to identification management, 
which is likely more cost-efficient for companies with homogenous target markets or 
companies that have targeted specific segments (Bhattacharya & Sen, 2003, p. 86). The 
authors state that regardless of the type of company, companies that want to use Brand 
Identification should create sustained and meaningful customer interactions that make 
customers feel included in the organization’s identity. Such interactions does not 
necessarily have to be mediated through the product, they could also be in other forms in 
order to bring the customers face to face with the organizational identity (Bhattacharya 
& Sen 2003, p. 86) 
 
According to Kotler & Armstrong (2010, p. 263) the strongest brands go beyond attribute 
or benefit positioning, they are instead positioned on strong beliefs and values in order to 
make emotional responses. Which is a good reason for why Brand Identification-building 
should be seen as a strong tool for marketing. 
 
4.4 Summary of Theories  
Since this study has an abductive approach, and is presented in accordance of the working 
process, this is how we designed the theory chapter. We revised the chapter after the first 
empirical findings and added The Golden Circle-theory, but we kept the theories separate 
even if our perspective later changed. Reasoning that the theories can be studied as 
separate but when implemented in practice many theories seem to intertwine, which will 
be explained further in analysis 1 and 2. Our chosen theories are within the fields of 
Content Marketing, Brand Identification, and Storytelling. Further we have focused more 
on Sinek’s (2009) The Golden Circle as well as some other selected theories that we 
believe is more relevant when used in practice. Examples of these are Sirgy and Su’s 
(2000) four aspects of self-concept, Barregren and Tegborg’s (2013) extended AIDCAS 
model, and Dennisdotter and Axenbrant’s (2008) theories about Storytelling.  
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5. Empirical Findings 1 - Experienced Marketing Consultant 
In order to get a more accurate foundation in our research area, we decided to interview 
an expert to see if the theoretical is consistent with the practical. This chapter contains 
the results from our interview with Urban Björnström, an experienced marketing 
consultant.  
 
The respondent we refer to as the experienced marketing consultant in this area is Urban 
Björnström, currently working as a Senior Copywriter at the holistic consultant firm 
Grow in Stockholm. Further on in this chapter, we will refer to our respondent as just 
Björnström, for the reader's convenience. Grow is also cooperating in New York, Oslo, 
and Helsinki. Grow is working to create a unique brand experience, to drive change and 
create value for their customers. Björnström has an academic background in chemical 
biology, which he studied in Umeå. After that Björnström went to Berghs, a 
communication school in Stockholm for a one year programme specializing in 
Copywriting. Björnström now has over 25 years of experience in the world of marketing 
where 10 of them is at Grow.  
 
Björnström tells us that his job as a Copywriter involves meeting with the customer and 
always have a dialog with them resulting in constant progress in every case. Today 
Björnström mostly works with the strategy behind building a brand and communication. 
He makes everything from commercials to websites and such channels, but his main focus 
is now within the area of building brands.  
 
Regarding our main theoretical fields Björnström said that he sees it as Storytelling is the 
broad concept and within Storytelling, you can work with different areas such as Brand 
Identification and Content Marketing. He explains that in his work he creates brand 
stories on the basis of company’s core values and history.  
 
Björnström explains that he thinks Content Marketing has become more frequently used 
lately and that more firms are specializing within the area now, due to the fact that you 
need to work in a more strategically way in order to compete with the created content. 
Björnström also claims that most companies have a tendency to think in an inside and out 
perspective, meaning from the inside of the company and then out towards the customers. 
Grow has some special skills in this area. He explains that they as consultants are trying 
to develop an outside and in perspective for the companies instead, starting with what do 
the customer want/need and then see what you can do to fulfill that desire. He states that 
a crucial part of both Storytelling and Content Marketing is to understand customers and 
the target group. Björnström stresses the importance by saying “basically people is not 
interested in the product or services in the first hand, they are interested in themselves. 
So if you as a company can create products or services that in some way creates meaning 
in the customer’s lives, you’ll have a greater tendency to succeed”. So if you see it from 
the inside as, what is it that we want to tell and sell them? And from the outside as well, 
such as what is the receiver interested in? It is central to find that cutting point between 
these that is optimal, then you can succeed.  
 
Björnström says that Grow is working from a big framework of theories and that most 
firms have also had their own touch on them. Throughout the interview, he mentions a 
lot of different theories, including some that are more or less well known. Björnström 
did not mention the original names or the creators of the theories and that they see them 
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more as guidelines for their work. Since Grow also has their own touch on them, it is 
hard for us to work with them in our study, but we could use the ideas in order to find 
additional theories e.g. Golden Circle.  
 
Björnström says that he thinks Content Marketing will be developed more with time, 
but also that it always coming new ideas and concepts in the world of marketing. He 
states that there will be new exciting winds coming but he can not predict what it will 
be. Björnström talks about the future as: “It feels like Content Marketing will stay and 
develop more, at least in the digital world, that world needs to be filled with relevant 
and valuable content and somebody has to produce that content”.  
 
Regarding the different channel options in marketing Björnström points out that every 
company and case is unique, due to that the preferred channels differ from case to case. 
He claims that the digital world certainly is an important channel, due to the fact that 
every company in some way have their own platforms where they can reach the target 
group in the best way. Then it differs from the different industries, fast products as fashion 
benefits more from social media than the steel industry for example.  
 
Regarding Storytelling Björnström defines it overall as a narrative concept that engages 
people in a way that is inspiring and catches the customer’s interest. When Björnström 
works with Storytelling he tries to identify the main story of every company that engages 
and creates pride internally and interests externally. This can include why the company 
exists, their brand story, where the company is from or what they want to accomplish and 
achieve on the market.   
 
Björnström also stresses the importance of working with Storytelling for an internal 
purpose. Storytelling is a way to develop the culture and affinity in a company when you 
create a core story that an employee can be proud over and spread further.  
 
He also claims that every company can work with Storytelling, one way or another. There 
is always some interesting story within every company which can engage people. You 
just need to turn the message and dig deeper until you found some interesting details. 
Björnström explains “The trick is to activate feelings, then they understand on another 
level, and that creates an engagement for the receiver. That is what you need to look for”. 
When it comes to ethical dilemmas, Björnström mentions that he does not see any 
dilemmas particularly in Storytelling, but in marketing generally. He says that in 
marketing you are working with creating emotional experiences, and selectively choose 
the ones that they want the customer to feel. This can lead to that they say plenty of things 
but perhaps not everything. Björnström points out that it is never acceptable to lie or 
deceive the receivers in marketing, but that you can make a good story better so to say. 
One negative aspect of Storytelling is that no matter how big or small the story is, it needs 
a bit of time and that people, in general, are skeptical and picky with what they want. 
They want authentic and real. The risk with this is that if you overdo it, there is a chance 
that it will backfire.  
 
Moving forward to Brand Identification Björnström gives plenty of examples of things 
that affect the identity of a brand, including everything from how it looks, what the 
content is, the communication around it, the feelings you engage, etc. In his role as a 
copywriter, he works with the brand’s tonality, the written and spoken words. He also 
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indicates that how they speak and how they express themselves is also a big part of Brand 
Identification. Brand Identification has been relevant in the marketing world for several 
decades, but lately, brands have paid more attention to what it takes to work with the 
identity of the brand. One aspect of using Brand Identification though is that it consumes 
both time and money, therefore it can be a matter of resources in some cases.   
 
When it comes to the importance of Brand Identification Björnström indicates that the 
main purpose is to find the values that the company stands for and find customers that 
share those values. You have a successful Brand Identification when the customers feel 
like it matches who they are and their values when you have that visual and personal, it 
is easier for the customer to choose the right brand (yours).  
 
Looking at pros and cons, Björnström states that the advantages are that you are creating 
social affiliation when they can identify with the brand. He has troubles coming up with 
disadvantages but one aspect of it can be that it is hard to create a brand for everybody, 
then you get too fuzzy and unattractive for the customer. You need a clear and strong 
brand, decide which target group you will focus on and get those to like your product. 
Another aspect Björnström mentions is the fact that just as humans, brands need to 
develop with time, otherwise you will loose the target group if the brand does not move 
forward.  
 
Björnström does not have a given answer on the question if some channels are preferable 
to others in these cases, but that it is dependent on what target group you have and what 
you are selling. He points out that several stores have moved into the digital world and 
that it has great business possibilities, thus the digital world is important.  
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6. Analysis/Discussion 1  
In this chapter we will analyze the result from the empirical findings 1, compared to the 
theories from chapter 4. This chapter contains both our completely changed perspective, 
the addition of The Golden Theory and the chapter will result in our second research 
question. We have divided this into five different themes making the analysis more legible.  
 
6.1 Content Marketing through time 
One interesting point we acknowledged in this study was the fact that Björnström thinks 
that Content Marketing is being more frequently used lately with more specialists in the 
field compared to earlier. But Barregren & Tegborg (2013, p. 31-33) states that most of 
those specialists are self-appointed and that plenty of them is working in the same way as 
always. We could through our interview with Björnström realize that his firm knows what 
they are doing and works with Content Marketing in a consistent way. It would be 
interesting though, to know whether all of the companies has the same insights in the area 
as Grow or if it is true as Barregren & Tegborg (2013, p. 31-33) says, that they are just 
self-appointed experts. Björnström states that Grow as many other firms works with a big 
framework of theories, but that every firm has their own touch on them. We believe that 
perhaps these firms just have different ways of working with Content Marketing as well 
as their own definitions of the concept. Concludingly the question remains, is it possible 
that they are not self-appointed experts, they might just have different ways to work with 
it? 
 
We believe that Content Marketing is something that will always be relevant for 
companies in order to keep the customer’s attention throughout time, making it just as 
useful now as in the future. Barregren & Tegborg (2013, p. 31-33) also claims that 
Content Marketing is here to stay, which is also consistent with what Björnström says, 
that Content Marketing will be developed more with time. Björnström continues with that 
there is always new ideas and concept in marketing, but that the digital world needs to be 
filled with valuable content and somebody needs to create it. So as we see it, we will 
continue to see Content Marketing in the world of marketing for a while, but continuously 
in more developed forms. Marketing will always have the goal to influence people’s 
behavior and decisions, so to communicate a story with valuable content that customers 
can identify themselves with will always be in question. 
 
6.2 Changing perspective and addition of The Golden Circle 
The first thing we acknowledged after the interview with Björnström was the different 
views we had on the connections of our theories. We explained our view, that we saw 
Content Marketing as the general concept with Storytelling and Brand Identification as 
two tools used to work with it. Björnström, on the other hand, looked at it differently, 
with Storytelling being the broadest concept containing Content Marketing and Brand 
Identification, as two ways to work with it. In order to illustrate our different views, we 
created two models (see figure 3) describing the connection of our fields of theory. The 
left side figure represents our original perspective and by marking the middle intersection 
gray we wanted to make it more visual describing of our researched area. The right side 
figure shows our new perspective revised after our findings. We still researched the 
middle intersection but as we have found, these theoretical fields intertwine more than 
we first thought, therefore the gray marked area is now even larger. The reason 
Storytelling and Content Marketing changed places in the top circle is to further clarify 
which field we viewed as the main concept. In the beginning, we viewed Storytelling and 
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Brand Identification as tools to create Content, but now the perspective changed and now 
Content Marketing and Brand Identification is seen as tools to amplify Storytelling. 
Further, we believe that Content Marketing and Brand Identification is created by using 
Storytelling which made use bring the circles even more intertwined. 

 
Figure 3 - Changed Perspective 

The new insight regarding the theories correlation was an interesting addition to our 
perspective of the relationships between our chosen fields of theories. From now on 
throughout the thesis, we will instead view Storytelling in the way we looked at Content 
Marketing in the beginning, as a main field of theories to create value and relationships. 
Our understanding of Content Marketing as a field also included a belief of the subject as 
something borderless and unclear, being more as a broad concept. If we would apply 
Björnström’s perspective we would instead see Content Marketing as something tangible, 
which we did not believe it was from the beginning. We believe that the change of 
perspectives and new insights that appear during the study is definitely one of the perks 
of doing an abductive research. This due to the fact that we now have revised our chapter 
of theory making sure that our theoretical basis is more of relevance. 
 
Not only changing our perspective of Content Marketing being the category including the 
other topics, we were determined to find a theory that would be possible to apply in all 
fields even on an individual level. We revised our theory chapter with the addition of The 
Golden Circle theory. We found this theory after Björnström’s explanation regarding 
companies’ tendency to use an inside and out perspective instead of looking at what the 
customers want or need. Björnström also claimed that people are not interested in the 
product or service in the first hand instead they are interested in themselves. He concluded 
that if companies manage to create products or services that in some way create meaning 
in the customer’s lives, they have a greater tendency to succeed. The Golden Circle can 
be used in order to define a why for a company which makes it helpful to create a meaning 
in the customer’s lives, not only that it can be applied in all of our theory fields.  
 
6.3 Reflections on theories applied in the practical world 
We conducted this thesis to answer our research question; How does Content Marketing, 
Storytelling, and Brand Identification intertwine with each other when used in the 
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practical world? After the interview with Björnström, we found that the lines between 
the theories within the concepts of Content Marketing, Brand Identification, and 
Storytelling are hard to distinguish in a practical setting. We noticed this mainly by the 
way Björnström answered most of our questions regarding the theories as separate 
concepts as he kept answering that they do intertwine or that they keep striving towards 
the same conclusion. This gives us reason to see the different theoretical fields as 
intertwined when used in practice. The similarities of the theories are something which is 
recurrent throughout the analysis. 
 
After the interview with Björnström, we can further see that our theories seem highly 
relevant in practice. Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 54) claim that all companies and 
organizations do have the necessary materials to create a story. This coheres with what 
Björnström explained, that every company can work with Storytelling in some way. He 
said that all companies possess some interesting stories which can be used to engage 
people. Björnström further explained that one of the tricks in marketing is to activate 
feelings in order to create engagement for the receiver. This also coheres with the 
theoretical field of Brand Identification where Kotler & Armstrong (2010, p. 263) claim 
that the strongest brands are positioned on strong beliefs and values in order to create 
emotional responses among their customers. Björnströms statement can also be linked to 
The Golden Circle (Sinek, 2009, p. 56) which illustrates the limbic part of the brain as 
responsible for our feelings, behavior, and decisions. Sinek claims that if a company 
manage to communicate with the customer’s limbic brain, it is possible to reach the 
customers on a much deeper level as they engage their feelings. This further proves that 
some of our theories correlates with, and can be used with success, in the practical world.  
 
Both the theories and Björnström stresses that it is crucial for a company to in some ways 
engage the customer’s emotions in marketing. It is not as simple as it sounds though if, 
we apply this with The Golden Circle, the company engages on a deeper level with the 
customer’s emotions and values in the why. Sinek (2009) exclaims that it is often easier 
to start with the what than the why, because it is usually more tangible. But as we can see 
in the six stages of buyer-readiness from Kotler & Armstrong (2010, p. 433-434), there 
are two important stages between liking and purchasing. Those stages are preference and 
conviction, the customer needs to prefer your product to others and be convinced that it 
is the best. Björnström also stresses the importance of this when he speaks about Brand 
Identification, where he notes that it is easier for a customer to choose the brand that 
matches whom they are on a visual and personal level. However, Björnström also 
recognizes some possible obstacles with this part of making a strong brand, “Brand 
Identification consumes both time and money, therefore it can be a matter of resources 
in some cases”. This can be an explanation to even though it seems to be an utterly 
attractive strategy to create a brand personality, it might be hard to succeed with it. We 
believe that perhaps all companies work with creating emotional responses, but it is  
mostly the strongest brands who does it successfully. 
 
Regardless of the company's resources, it can be difficult to create a successful message, 
therefore theoretical models such as AIDCAS makes sense in practice. The AIDCAS 
model from Barregren & Tegborg (2013, p. 48) describes the optimal mental stages a 
communicated message based on Content Marketing should get the customer to 
experience. They illustrate as mentioned earlier that the message should: get attention, 
hold interest, arouse desire, capture confidence, obtain action, and give satisfaction. 
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According to us, this model can be applied to all three of our areas, with more or less 
focus on the different stages. For example, in Storytelling the most focus probably is on 
the first three, attention, interest, and desire. Björnström also mentions an advantage of 
Storytelling which is the ability to be inspiring, aiming for catching interest in an 
engaging way making our assumption more trustworthy. Brand Identification also 
includes focusing on the desired part while also on confidence, and satisfaction. 
Björnström mentions one of the benefits of working with Brand Identification as if the 
customer feels like it matches them, it is easier for them to choose your product. This 
makes us not only see the connection to the confidence part of AIDCAS but also to that 
resulting in action. Satisfaction is as well connected to Brand Identification here since it 
according to Sinek (2009) is a basic human need of feeling that you belong to a group. 
As earlier mentioned the marketing noise is getting worse every day, resulting in that the 
word-of-mouth as a marketing channel is getting more valuable. We believe that if the 
customers feel satisfied, they will most likely tell their friends and like-minded people 
deriving in one of the more desirable ways of marketing for the company.  
 
Regarding marketing channels, our theories praise the use of digital communication 
channels. Kotler & Armstrong (2010, p. 427) mention that modern technology such as 
telephones, iPads, and the internet, create great platforms for companies to interact with 
their customers. Björnström, however, did not have a given answer on our question if any 
particular marketing channels are to prefer. He explained that it is dependent on the target 
customer group and what the company is selling. He did agree that the digital world is 
important and said that many businesses has or are moving into digital channels. In our 
theories, Rowley (2008) observes some positive outcomes by creating presence through 
online marketing with a focus on the used resources. Björnström did argue against the 
use of online marketing by all companies with the explanation that the preferred channels 
differ depending regarding what industry the company operates in rather than the cost. 
 
6.4 Ethical questions and possible risks 
Björnström further explained that it is never acceptable to lie or deceive when the 
company uses Storytelling for marketing purposes. Companies may still tell stories 
including parts of information while excluding others and it is often possible to make a 
good story even better by amplifying parts of it. By excluding or amplifying few parts of 
a story it is often easier to make the story more towards becoming a myth. Holt (2003, p. 
44) claim that companies who are successful in creating myth linked to the brand often 
manage to strengthen the bonds with the customers, as they instead of consuming just the 
product they consume the myth as well. This makes us believe that these theories have a 
valid way to be applicated in practice. As Björnström said it is never acceptable to 
deceive, but we see it as discussable whether excluding and amplifying in some way also 
can be to deceive. As well as the line between lying and exaggeration can be somewhat 
unclear. This can be seen as an ethical dilemma within these areas.  
 
Björnström claimed that he did not see any other ethical dilemmas particularly in using 
Storytelling, Content Marketing, or Brand Identification, but there is, of course, ethical 
dilemmas in marketing generally. Which often happen to be when companies exclude 
crucial or important negative parts regarding their products or services. We believe that 
the topics we discussed with Björnström were not capable of showing too much of ethical 
dilemmas, as the topics were rather focused on the theoretical fields. Speaking of ethics 
and moral, we found more reason to continue further with our abductive research with 
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the hope of finding the customer’s thoughts regarding this. We believe that interviewing 
customers will leave more room to study ethics regarding these marketing fields in 
practice.  
 
While doing the research for this study we did not find so many negative aspects or 
eventual dilemmas regarding this kind of marketing, and Björnström did not mention that 
much about it either. He did explain one negative aspect of Storytelling which is that no 
matter how big or small a story is, it needs time and people are in general skeptical 
towards stories. Concluding that customers want the story to be real and authentic and 
one of the risks lay within overdoing the story. Further our theories seemed to correlate 
with Björnströms thoughts regarding the negative aspect that there might potentially be 
high costs in terms of resources in order to create content, identification and even in 
spreading stories. Björnström did also agree when we explained that our theories 
mentioned the risk of dis-identification of some groups when trying to create an identity 
for a particular group. Both the theories and Björnström seemed to have the same view 
on the fact that it is hard to create a brand that fits everybody. The dis-identification, of 
course, do not have to be a negative aspect, as it would be impossible for companies to 
please all customers. Björnström claims that companies that do this also face the risk of 
appearing fuzzy and unattractive. We found it pleasant to see that our theories mentioned 
risks was similar to the ones Björnström experienced. We did, however, have prejudices 
that we would hear more of the disadvantages of Content Marketing, Storytelling, and 
Brand Identification, in comparison to other fields of marketing. Reasoning that most 
theories have weaknesses or that there are situations where it might not be as good to 
apply the chosen theory compared to others. This is something we see as important 
knowledge, that one should strive to find or be aware of if they are to apply a certain 
theory. 
 
6.5 Conclusion 
In summary, our perspective changed drastically after the first interview and analysis. We 
realized that Content Marketing is a tool used in a bigger concept, e.g. in Storytelling. 
Björnström pushes for the importance to understand the customer, similar to the theories, 
and that it is a great way to make Storytelling successful. This made us curious on how 
customers are perceiving these messages, and if it works as well in practice as it sounds 
in theory. Since Brand Identification clearly seems to be a big part of making this 
successfully, we decided to collect more data interviewing customers trying to answer 
our second research question:  
 

How are these types of marketing perceived by the receiver of the communication, 
namely the customer? 

 
In order to make it easier for our respondents to answer our questions, we decided to bring 
up four case studies. Reasoning that the respondent’s answers will be more detailed if 
they can relate to something more tangible than the theories themselves. Their behavioral 
thoughts can also be hard to put in words which we further believe our case studies will 
help us to analyze their perceptions. 
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7. Case Studies 
The idea behind this chapter was that we wanted to give the reader of this thesis a shorter 
descriptive overview of the companies used as case studies for the customers’ interviews 
in chapter 8. We will provide information about their history and examples of marketing 
campaigns related to our field of study. By applying the criterions described in 
subparagraph 3.2; Research Design, we ended up with this four companies; ICA, Volvo, 
Daniel Wellington, and Arla. 
 
We believe that these four companies will provide a high probability of being recognized 
by most of our respondents, reasoning that the companies are all within different 
industries. ICA and Volvo are among the larger Swedish companies but we also thought 
it to be of interest to add Arla and Daniel Wellington in order to create a larger variety. 
Further, the companies use different marketing channels and strategies which we believe 
will add depth to our analysis. 
 

 
On ICA group’s website (ICA, 2017a) it says that the core business is the industry of daily 
groceries, but they also operate within the sectors of banking, real estate, and pharmacy. 
In this case we will only focus on the daily groceries since we think that is the most 
established part in general. ICA’s history started in 1917 by Hakon Swenson, the idea is 
that each store has it own owner that runs the store by themselves with locally adapted 
concepts (ICA, 2017b).  ICA is the leading store within this market in Sweden since 1966 
(ICA, 2017b). 
 
According to ICA (2017b), they are simplifying the daily life for millions of people. ICA 
is taking plenty of social responsibility in theory working with the environment, the 
ethical trade, and to spread inspiration to healthiness (ICA, 2017c).  
 
When it comes to ICA’s ways to communicate, we can see that they are using a lot of 
different channels in their marketing. They are using both traditional media channels such 
as broadcasting and banners as well as the new channels such as social media and 
websites. But since we have limited space and time, and because we think it is the most 
recognized, we have focused mostly on the broadcasted TV-commercials in the 
interviews. 
 
Looking at their broadcasted commercials we can see that they are working with all of 
our researched areas in some ways. Examples of this are the fact that they are 
systematically updating their commercials after the Swedish traditions, holidays, and 
trends in order to always be up-to-date. In these commercials, we get to know one group 
of people working in one ICA-store and their daily life. The commercials take a relaxed 
and fun approach while being close to the every-day life, the actors acts according to 
different stories whilst holding up the weekly offers in front of the camera. The people 
within these commercials is always the same group of actors, they work in the same store 
but they differ in age, gender, and personalities.  
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An example of a regular commercial from ICA is that the observer follows the group 
through scripted events, e.g. a traditional Swedish midsummer-dinner, during this video 
they are showing products with the special prizes in the periphery. Even though the 
products is in focus during some parts of the commercial, it is the story behind them that 
are interesting. Resulting in that customers are focusing on and actually watching the 
commercial and its content, consequently so also the products. We experience these 
commercial as effective of sending a message including their products while showing the 
observer a story that fits all ages. For example, see appendix 3. 

 
The first Volvo Car was made in Gothenburg in 1927, and since then Volvo has created 
some ground-breaking innovations (Volvo, 2017). Volvo is a global brand with 
manufacturing in Sweden, China, and Belgium, Volvo is owned by Zhejiang Geely 
Holding (Volvo, 2017). Volvo also has a Code of Conduct making sure the whole business 
is taking responsibility for working ethically and responsibly towards the environment. 

 
According to Volvo (2017), their success is driven by their aim to make life less 
complicated for people and simultaneously have a strong engagement for safety, quality 
and the environment. Volvo does not have a stated strategy when it comes to marketing 
channels on their website, but looking into their social medias we can see that they are 
active on these types of channels. Volvo is also active in the traditional media, also they 
have a popular channel on YouTube where a large number of people are watching their 
commercials voluntarily.  
 
When we looked at some commercials from Volvo we could see clearly that the most 
viewed commercials are the ones starting three years from now. In these commercials, 
we could see themes of “Made in Sweden” and “Made by People”. The ones focusing on 
“Made in Sweden”, Volvo lifts Swedish stars in their commercials together with different 
stories. Some of these videos are also stated to praise the Swedish conditions, for setting 
the standards, pushing Volvo’s quality to the better. In the commercials focusing on 
“Made by People” Volvo is pushing for the fact that there are people from all over the 
world and from all different backgrounds that develop and manufacture Volvo. These 
commercials seem to be well designed, directed and performed. When we did the 
interviews with the customers we focused on those two commercial campaigns that are 
broadcasted on TV, in order to limit ourselves in their variety of marketing campaigns. 
We believe that Volvo’s commercials deliver stories and a brand persona in an effective 
way by using role models and Swedish landscapes. The high-quality videos with their 
own remixes of famous songs create an appealing and attractive commercial that you as 
an observer do not want to miss. For example, see appendix 3. 
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Daniel Wellington is a company started by Filip Tysander. According to (Daniel 
Wellington, 2016) the idea behind the company origins in a meeting between Tysander 
and a British man called Daniel Wellington. Wellington is described as a gentleman with 
an impeccable and laid-back style with a habit of wearing vintage watches with well worn 
NATO straps (Daniel Wellington, 2016). Inspired by Wellington’s way of wearing 
watches, Tysander chose to create his own series of watches. 
 
Daniel Wellington is an international company, selling their watches online and having 
more than 6000 retailers in over 75 countries over the globe (Nordic Business Insider, 
2017). The company only sells watches and watch straps with the focus on creating 
watches without too many features and instead creating variation by making straps in 
different patterns and materials (Daniel Wellington, 2016). The competitors are many and 
while they do not compete directly against luxury watch companies. Instead, competitors 
are more likely other large companies who have similar watches in the 100-500€ range 
such as MVMT and Fossil (Bloomberg, 2015). 
 
From what we observed the company uses a lot of different marketing channels while 
their main focus seems to lean toward social media marketing and word-of-mouth. Daniel 
Wellington’s Instagram page currently have over 3,1 million followers. Not only using 
their own page as a tool for marketing they also tend to give their products away for free 
to other popular social-media users and prominent personalities. According to Pulvirent 
(Bloomberg, 2015), Tysander refuses to pay for traditional marketing and instead 
advocates working with bloggers, celebrities, and other influencers across the world.  
 
Daniel Wellington’s claimed cause is to create watches that will appeal to almost 
everyone with a sense for classic and timeless design. We chose to investigate their 
marketing on Instagram and use it as a background for our interviews, as this seems to be 
the channel of preference for the company. 
 
Instagram is restricted in the way that in order to post something it must be including an 
image. Daniel Wellington makes frequent use of influencers such as famous 
Instagrammers to wear their watches and post appealing pictures of it on their own 
channels. For example, see appendix 3. We believe that this makes the brand spread 
rapidly and effectively to large amounts of people following these influencers or Daniel 
Wellington’s own channel. The fact that influencers tend to appear like role models for 
their followers which make this highly effective as a way to create an identification 
process. On the other hand, there could be a risk of having someone who is not wanted to 
be identified with the brand, influence customer’s perception. One advantage of using 
these channels is the price effectiveness but there is a risk of losing the control of the 
channel. 
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Arla Foods is a European dairy cooperative company which originates from a Swedish 
company called Stockholms Mjölkförsäljningsaktiebolag founded in 1880 on 
Nådhammars gård (Arla, 2017a). Through time the company has changed the name to 
Mjölkcentralen in 1937, Arla in 1975, and finally Arla Foods in 2000 after a fusion with 
a danish company called MD Foods (Arla, 2017a). 
 
Arla Foods operates on a global level and is owned by dairy farmers (Arla, 2017b). They 
have production in 13 countries, sales offices in additionally 20 countries, distributing 
their products in over 100 countries, resulting in over 19000 co-workers (Arla, 2017b). 
The company sells a variety of consumables containing milk. The company is also the 
largest in the world on producing ecological dairy-products (Arla, 2017b). Their 
competition is substantial with lots of different dairy distributors who varies in size, 
operating both in internationally and locally. Arla Food claimed purpose is to spread 
health and inspiration across the globe in natural ways. They have a clear but also almost 
limitless vision which leaves room for lots of work to come (Arla, 2017c). 
 
Arla Foods is actively using traditional marketing channels such as TV, ads in newspapers 
and ad-banners. They also have presence on different social media platforms such as 
Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook. It is, however, hard to determine where they tend to 
focus their communication. We have chosen to observe their TV-commercials and shop 
presence to investigate for our interviews reasoning that these are the most recognized. 
 
In one of Arla’s commercials, we get to know a Swedish dairy-farmer speaking about her 
childhood growing up on a farm. They try to leave the observer with the feeling of an 
enthusiastic and caring farmer who loves what she does. This commercial also illustrates 
the well-being cows and the process of creating milk for Arla. We think that this 
commercial helps Arla towards being perceived as an ethical and responsible company. 
For example, see appendix 3. 
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8. Empirical findings 2 - Customers 
We will now present the data from the second round of interviews regarding both 
questions about identification, their general experience with marketing and questions 
regarding the case studies. We decided to refer to them by fictive names, in order to make 
it more readable and easy to separate their opinions later in the analysis.  
 
8.1 Nora, 28 years old 
Nora describes herself as a creative person with a passion for animal rights and equality. 
She specifies good marketing in general as when they are showing that the product is 
essential, solving some kind of problem for the customer. When it comes to the buying 
process she ranks the attributes like this: environment/ethics, price, convenience, quality 
and brand prestige. Of the examples of marketing channels from us, she says that most 
time is spent with social media, where there is marketing everywhere. She states that it is 
not only in ads and paid commercials, but plenty of people is posting what they do, with 
what products and how they do it. According to Nora, that is also experienced as a form 
of marketing, even though it is not controlled by the company. She mentions TV-
commercials as well, but that most of the time she is watching streamed programs instead 
of broadcasting.  
 
Regarding Nora’s favorite commercial, the first that comes to her mind is IKEA’s tv-
commercials. She illustrates them as inviting and generating a warm family feeling even 
though she is aware that it is probably just a marketing trick. Her least favorite marketing 
is the beauty companies that are only targeting women, she feels that it is pointless and 
that they are sending the message “Just buy this product and you’ll be a fantastic 
beautiful person”. Nora further states that she would rather see more empowering 
messages towards women, building up the confidence that women are good enough as 
they are either way, or all people are. 
 
When Nora is in the process of buying a product, we ask her if she puts a lot of trust in 
the earlier reviews or rumours about a product and she answers:  “I do look at the reviews 
sometimes, and of course it matters what earlier customers say, but mostly I think it 
matters on how many people I see that are using it”. She states that even though she 
ranked brand prestige as the least important attributes in a product for her, she thinks that 
it plays a big part for brands. She thinks that the customers are more affected than they 
believe, that it is a bit subconscious. 
 
Speaking of brands, Nora also mentions that the personality probably plays a big role in 
choosing a brand. She illustrates it as her interests affect the choices you do today or 
purchases that you are doing right not, whilst her thoughts and values affect in the long-
term. Nora continues with stating that even though she ranked environment/ethics as most 
important, she makes exceptions due to the convenience sometimes. She claims that the 
company’s values are important, even though she buys stuff from companies that do not 
share her values, because of the convenience. It is exemplified by: “I do think it’s very 
important with transparency and honesty in this area, but if I know that a shirt from H&M 
fits me well, costs 50 SEK and the store is close to home, I do look away from my values 
and buy it anyway.”  
 
The biggest ethical problem that Nora identifies is the marketing telling us how and what 
to think about ourselves sometimes, getting us to buy much more than we need, which in 
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turn is devastating for the environment. Another aspect is when marketing is intruding 
too much on the personal level, e.g. companies that want you to “need something in order 
be complete in my personality”, which Nora thinks is bad for the individual’s mental 
health and economy.  
 
Regarding embellishing of storytelling or messages, Nora is stating that she thinks whole 
communities is built on doing this, otherwise, nothing would sell so much. She 
exemplifies that it is sometimes upsetting when they make a commercial about garden 
furniture, and make it look like if you have this furniture, you will have friends coming 
over. Stressing that it can be deceiving in one way for the customer if they do not have 
any friends from the beginning. On the other hand, she says that customers must learn to 
not think that naively on commercials, but that it still affects us a lot, the ideal picture of 
how you want your life to be. 
 
When asking about our cases, she does recognize all the brands more or less. She does 
not have any clear answers about Daniel Wellington, more than that she has seen pictures 
of his watches on Instagram. Nora recognizes Volvo better with more confident answers, 
stating that the feeling is that Volvo is experienced as safe and comfortable primarily for 
families. Regarding their newest commercials, with examples like “Made in Sweden / 
Made by People”, Nora has a lot to say. She states that the commercials make her feel 
proud to be Swedish, the remixed music they use is mostly awesome and that the main 
message probably aims to be “Safe and Swedish”.  
 
The first thing on Nora’s mind when we mentioned ICA was good food, the “loyalty-
card” and decent prices. What differs ICA from the other groceries store Nora thinks is 
the convenience, the stores have everything you need and “wherever you are, you can 
almost always find an ICA-store close”. Speaking of ICA’s commercials that Nora is very 
familiar with from the TV, she portrays it as a cute family. Sometimes the commercials 
are so bad, that it becomes fun, they are using the Swedish stereotypes and makes fun of 
them for example which makes it relatable.  
 
When discussing Arla as a brand, Nora does not have a personal connection to them thus 
she is not consuming their products. Despite that, she is familiar with their commercials 
thinking they want to be perceived as a traditional, Swedish brand with happy cows. On 
the question if that is how Nora sees them, she has a clear viewpoint: “No. I think they 
are very deceiving, they are pretending everything is so genuine and with a collaboration 
between the cows and farmers. The farmer even calls the cows their colleagues? Name 
another company that kills their colleagues when they stop producing?” 
 
8.2 Kjell, 25 years old 
Kjell describes himself as a dedicated student that loves adventures and nature. On his 
free time, he likes to travel and meeting up with family and friends. He defines good 
marketing as a campaign that sticks to your memory, making you listen carefully and 
watch closely when it comes on again and it should also be entertaining. When it comes 
to perceiving marketing Kjell is sure that most of it come from social media, he does not 
have so much time for TV or another broadcasting channel in his free time.   
 
He ranks the attributes after how important they are as this: price, brand prestige, quality, 
convenience, and lastly environment/ethics. This can vary between different products 
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though. Kjell’s favorite commercial is ICA, which he illustrates as funny and relatable, 
he says that he appreciates that they do not focus on the products even though they are 
showing in the commercial. He also states that “It feels more like ICA is making the 
commercial about their brand instead of the products, I’ve seen the products but never 
more than slightly acknowledged them”. When it comes to bad marketing Kjell’s is 
exemplifying it as commercials that are boring, fuzzy or overworked.  
 
Kjell is often reading or listening to other people’s reviews of the products he intends to 
buy. It is a great way to see how the product is being perceived by others. Kjell does not 
care so much about the company’s core values but stresses the importance of not using 
e.g child labor. He also thinks that the reasons you are attracted to some brands before 
others are the trends, status, and the feeling of socially belonging to a group. On a follow-
up question, he answers: “ It is about how you see yourself, I, for example, see myself as 
having a sporty personality so I think it is more -me- to wear Nike sneakers rather than 
fancy shoes”.  
 
Negative parts of marketing can according to Kjell be if it is too overworked or if it feels 
too intrusive, for example in internet banners or ads. He continues with that sometimes it 
feels like they think you want something, and when you do not really want it, it gets you 
really annoyed and revulsive. Kjell does not see any problems with beautifying stories, 
with the argument “that’s how commercials work, it is spiced up to look good”. He does, 
however, see a problem if the company is new on the market and they are exaggerating 
too much, it can leave customers disappointed and unsatisfied. 
 
When mentioning our case studies, Kjell is well familiar with all of them. When asked 
what his first thoughts are about Daniel Wellington he answers “They makes watches, 
middle-class, not super exclusive but not cheap either”. Kjell is well familiar with the 
story behind the company, after listening to a podcast or interview with the founder. When 
it comes to their marketing, he has not seen that much of commercials or banners, but he 
has noted pictures on social media and other people talking/wearing the products. Kjell 
also believes that the company wants to be associated with middle-class watches, that you 
can buy maybe three pairs not having to be broke after. On the question why Kjell thought 
that Daniel Wellington existed, he answers “to make money, it’s not like he invented the 
wheel, he just found a way to create and market nice watches to a cheap cost but still 
charge a lot of money for them”.  
 
Regarding Volvo, his first thoughts are for example; Zlatan, Swedish safety, and 
generally nice cars. Kjell himself would have no trouble with buying a Volvo, especially 
when having a family and safety/comfort becomes the priority. He has seen numerous 
commercials from Volvo, including the new ones, both on TV and on social media. He 
gets the feeling that they want to be perceived as trustworthy, pushing for the Swedish 
attributes.  
 
Kjell has also experienced marketing from ICA, which he also brought up as his favorite 
commercial earlier. He illustrates them as short clips of a bigger story resulting in that it 
is always interesting to see what they are doing in the next commercials. These 
commercials appeared on TV but Kjell has also seen a lot of marketing from ICA on 
social medias, but then as inspiration and recipes etc. He is a loyal customer to ICA stating 
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“I always shop my groceries at ICA, I’m a member of their loyalty program. They also 
have the most market share and their brand is generally strong.”  
 
Kjell does not have any particular feelings regarding Arla as a brand but he knows what 
they do and has seen some commercials from them. The first thing on his mind was dairy 
in general, he does not usually buy these products unless he needs something special. 
Kjell is keen on supporting the local farmers before Arla. When he talked about Arla’s 
commercial he associated it with summer, happiness, and cows. When it comes to their 
channels of use, he knew that they were on social media just because today every 
company is on there, but he would not follow them himself. He did mention that it could 
be possible to follow them eventually, but then they had to offer him something unique 
and relevant. The argument for this was that he spends so much time on social media and 
the things there need to make sense for him otherwise it is a waste of time.  
 
8.3 Lisa, 15 years old 
Lisa describes herself as a teenager with interests such as fashion, football, and tennis. 
When free from school she likes to hang out with her friends with cozy dinners or go 
shopping in Stockholm. She spends lots of time on the social media, and sees it as the 
place she observes most of the marketing she is exposed to. Due to this, she experiences 
collaborations and influencers as the best marketing for her, e.g. pictures on Instagram or 
videos on YouTube. Mostly Lisa is doing the shopping online, thus the convenience is 
ranked as the most important thing when purchasing. Lisa ranks the price as most 
important when purchasing, after that the brand prestige, quality, and lastly 
environment/ethics.  
 
According to Lisa, she is exposed to plenty of marketing each day, and it is affecting her 
and her choices a lot. Her favorite commercials are from the clothing stores Nelly and 
Nakd, thus they give her the most value. With great enthusiasm she gives us another 
example: “Or the cool sunglasses that, you know Kenza and them, are making a 
collaboration with abroad? What is the brand… Hmm, I think it’s Chimi something.. But 
they are supercool!”  Continuously she tells us about a form of marketing being useful 
for her, YouTube, where famous people are showing her clothes from websites and how 
they fit in reality. Speaking of what she does not like within the field of marketing, she 
points out the persistent and almost aggressive marketing, when it gets too personal.  
 
Speaking of other people’s reviews or rumors regarding a product or a brand Lisa says 
with confident “I don’t really care what people I don’t know says, but if my friend 
Caroline says it’s good, I’ll consider buying it more. Maybe if a friend claims to have 
found a great website for online shopping, I’ll definitely check it out”. When asked about 
whether or not you need to have certain brands to “belong” to a group, Lisa states that it 
was worse when she was younger. Nowadays such things are not so important, you can 
wear almost anything as long as it looks good, nobody is showing of the actual brand as 
before.  
 
When we are talking about the reasons for buying certain brands over another similar one, 
Lisa stops and thinks for a while. Then she says “For me, it can be celebrities showing 
off the brands that they use, for example now on Zara Kjell’s shows, she has so cool 
outfits and I immediately want to have those outfits”. When asked about who she is or 
maybe whom she wants to be, plays a role in choosing brands Lisa answers “Hmm, yes I 
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think so, if you want to work out, you get more motivated with nice outfits, but I haven’t 
thought about it until you asked the question. I just trust my gut feeling when choosing 
brands.”  
 
Talking about the negative aspects Lisa brings up an example “I think it’s a bit dangerous 
when celebrities make a product look so trendy, and everybody buys it, but perhaps some 
people doesn’t have the money to buy it. In school maybe that can lead to feeling like an 
outsider?”. She also claims that regarding making a good story better, that it is the 
company's lost if they do not stick to their promise because people will complain and they 
will lose customers.  
 
When we are talking about our case studies, it is clear that some of them attract her more 
than others. She knows a lot more about Daniel Wellington, being a fashion company 
than Volvo, Ica, or Arla that she does not have any experience from buying the products, 
however, she has seen some commercials.  
 
The first thing she thinks of when mentioning Daniel Wellington is watches but also 
celebrities on Instagram. She explains that she saw them as cool and admirable a few 
years ago, but now they are seen more as boring. Further on she says that it is tiring that 
almost all of the YouTubers and Instagrammers make posts about it and giving out 
discounts. Resulting in that it is not cool and unique anymore, even though the products 
can be nice. 
 
When it comes to Volvo, she does not have any thoughts about the brand or the products, 
but she mentions that she has seen a cool commercial with Zlatan. Lisa also has troubles 
thinking of some attributes of ICA, but she says “The commercials are a bit funny though! 
I think it is funny to see them on TV sometimes, but I don’t watch TV so often”. Regarding 
the last case Arla, she does not have so much experience of it, they only use products 
from the local dairy brand at home and has not seen so many commercials either. In order 
to see what Lisa thought about the ethics in this, we mentioned there is science stating 
that dairy is not good for humans and asked whether or not she thought it was OK to 
market dairy anyway. Lisa answered, “If there isn’t a dangerous risk in drinking milk, I 
think it is the customer’s responsibility to know what they are buying and consume it in 
moderate quantity.” 
 
8.4 Erik, 29 years old 
Erik explains himself as a person who has a variety of interests. He is fond of cars, 
technology, inventions and likes to stay updated whether it is regarding current 
happenings over the world or the latest findings within the technology sector. When asked 
to describe successful marketing he referred to personal marketing. Marketing which 
interferes with his type of humor or interests. Also, he likes history meaning that if a 
company can tell him about the origin of ideas or products, his interest grows. 
 
When asked to rank attributes affecting his decision of buying a product he ranks them in 
the following order: quality, convenience, price, brand prestige, and environment/ethics. 
He did say that the environment is important, but it is more of a positive bi-effect if the 
product is environment-friendly rather than being an important factor in his buying 
decision. 
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Regarding marketing channels, Erik believed he spent the most time on social media. He 
did, however, say that the internet was likely to be the most time-consuming and thought 
that the line between them is somewhat hard to distinguish. When asked where he thought 
he got exposed the most by marketing in some way he had a clear answer that followed 
like this: “Social media, no doubt about it. There is a hell lot of ads and large proportions 
of the content found, that is biased in some way or another.” Claiming that most content, 
whether it is from companies or people want you to feel or think in certain ways or include 
products in bad or good ways. 
 
When asked for his favorite commercial, the first that appeared in his mind was ICA’s tv-
commercials. He explains that ICA has in some way make it not to appear like a 
commercial even though they show you their products in between. Erik said that he does 
not get bored by their commercials which are a feeling he otherwise links to commercials. 
Instead, he says that he gets in a good mood watching the ICA’s personnel discussing 
their day-to-day problems while also ending his answer with a laughter. On the question 
regarding marketing which he dislikes he mentioned companies such as Halebop and 
explain that they try to do something funny, which is not in his opinion fun at all. It is too 
obvious that they try to be fun which makes him feel the opposite of being enjoyed. 
Continuing to explain that these commercials are actually worse than normal 
commercials. 
 
The interview continued on to the topic of Brand Identification and the first question was 
regarding if he tends to be affected by friends’ recommendations and other reviews before 
he decides to buy a product. He answered that it differs depending on what type of product 
it might be. Explaining that when it comes to clothes and fashion he tends to look at what 
friends and family use while other more expensive products such as cars, phones or other 
technological products he tends to be more affected by what reviews say about the 
products. Explaining that when buying products connected to one’s appearance he often 
wants to have the same appearance as persons he is fond of or have as idols, essentially 
people are copying their idols styles. He did not have a clear answer on what kind of 
person he is himself which makes him believe that his personality does not affect the 
decision that much, it is rather affected by what kind of person he wants to be. 
 
When asked about ethics or negative aspects that Erik experienced by marketing he was 
skeptical against the marketing world as a whole. He claimed that if a company become 
too good at marketing and make people believe certain things about the company, the 
product which they produce do no longer matter. Explaining that this is a problem as 
companies might get away with delivering unethical products, e.g. unhealthy food or 
clothing made by child labor. He believes that people who are exposed to enough 
marketing from those companies might still buy their products. 
 
He thought for a few seconds before answering our question regarding the embellishing 
of stories or messages. Then he answered that he really dislikes when companies do this 
when their products might affect attributes of more importance such as health or unethical 
production. Otherwise, he believes that companies more or less always have been lying 
about their products and therefore it is not a concern as long as you are aware of it. 
 
Moving into the first case study, Daniel Wellington, Erik said “Is not Daniel Wellington 
a British clothing brand?” He tried to recall if he had been exposed to any marketing 
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from the company and believed he had seen it somewhere on the internet. Erik seemed 
unaware of the brand which made us discuss the next cases more. 
 
When we asked about Volvo he had more answers. To the question of what first came 
into his mind when he thinks about Volvo, he answered; “China and safety”. He further 
explained that he thinks of China as they bought the company and safety because Volvo 
is claimed to be the safest car brand in the world. He would consider buying a Volvo and 
his family currently own a car from the company. Erik said that he likes how they have 
changed the design of the new cars, they are more sport designed than before. The design 
is good and it feels like luxury combined with a Swedish feeling. - “Which is weird as I 
am totally aware of the fact that the company is owned by the Chinese.” he ends the 
question. 
 
Erik explained that he believes that Volvo is trying to distinguish themselves by 
communicating patriotism. He continues to explain that Volvo is probably trying to 
become more of a luxury brand and that they have succeeded, as they are experienced as 
more luxury than some other brands. He has seen their commercials on ad banners at the 
bus stops and TV, other than that he can not recall. When asked how Volvo wants to be 
perceived Erik answers “I don’t think that Volvo wants to get rid of the most secure cars 
statement but they want to create more luxury and exciting cars, as safety is normally 
linked to boring.” 
 
Regarding his first thoughts when he hears ICA, Erik thinks of their own grocery 
products. He connects this to bad feelings because their own labeled products feel like 
budget and cheap food. He mentioned earlier that ICA has one of his favorite commercials 
and explains that he himself always visit ICA to buy grocery. He says that it is a little bit 
more expensive than others but the quality and clean stores make up for it and the 
difference in price is almost nonexistent.  
 
We finished the interview with questions regarding Arla. The first things that come to 
mind when he thinks of the company is a red cow and a thought of Swedish milk. He 
explains that he normally buy Arla’s products, but mostly because he is from Stockholm 
and when you enter an ICA store Arla almost have a monopoly on dairy products. He 
believes that Arla wants to be seen as high-quality Swedish dairy manufacturer while he 
sees them just as a company doing that as well. Erik said “Probably they want to deliver 
an image about how locally produced the milk is and how well being the cows are, and I 
think it works, as I think it is like that.” He believes that he have seen Arla’s commercials 
or marketing but he can not recall where from. Erik talks about dairy commercials on the 
TV but he was unsure whether it was Arla or not. Regarding Arla’s existence on social 
media he answered: “No I was not aware of their existence on social media and 
absolutely not.” He further explained that he does not see the point in following them as 
they do not deliver any more value to him other than their dairy products. If the products 
would appear to be bad, which is the most useful news he would care about, he would 
probably not find it out by Arla’s own pages anyways.  
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8.5 Johanna, 22 years old 
Johanna describes herself as a person who is interested in politics, history and the society 
as a whole. She likes sports and working out almost as much as taking a coffee with 
friends. When Johanna was asked to describe good marketing she described marketing 
that sends a message including what the product actually do, and not use other means 
such as sex in order to sell more. Marketing which delivers a clean and simple message 
in a creative way is her definition of good marketing. 
 
Johanna ranked the important factors when buying a product as following: 
environment/ethics, quality, price, comfort, and brand prestige. When asked for her 
favorite marketing campaign she describes a coffee commercial on the TV that had a 
special song and nice environment. She could not remember what company it was but 
describe the experience as getting her in a good mood and long for coffee. Continuing 
with a marketing campaign she did not like, she did not have any particular example but 
she dislikes sexist marketing where companies use human beings as objects. She further 
said“After watching such commercial or ad, I have rather turned away from both the 
product and the company selling it”. 
 
Johanna spends the most time on YouTube and Netflix, which she referred to as the 
internet when we asked her about what channels she use the most. She prefers Netflix for 
entertainment instead of watching TV because Netflix lets her pay a small amount every 
month in order to watch movies, series and mainly it lets her skip commercials that the 
TV will make her watch otherwise. She mentions that she is active on most of the popular 
social media as well. When asked where she believed she was the most exposed for 
marketing she answered: “Social media and YouTube, definitely”. Explaining that it was 
probably not the sponsored ads but rather products in the content, like a kind of hidden 
marketing. 
 
Moving into the questions regarding Brand Identification we started with the question 
about whether Johanna listens to friends or read reviews before taking a buying decision. 
She answered, “Normally I tend to go a lot on my friends and family’s recommendations, 
I believe that it has a major impact on my choices”. Explaining that recommendations 
especially affects her choices when she buys products such as food, healthcare, and other 
consumables, however when it comes to clothes she normally buys whatever she prefers 
the most. She explained an experience from when the brand Loka released new flavors 
of their mineral water and after hearing her sisters say that they tasted bad, she chose not 
try them at all even though she likes Loka in general. Regarding company’s core values 
Johanna said: “It is important that the company share the same core values as I do and 
it is important to know where and how the products are made”. She explained that 
sometimes it is hard however to know what to trust and what not to trust, as an example 
she describes Bodyshop. Bodyshop is trying to market themselves as ethical and 
ecological but they are owned by L’Oreal which have been in plenty of bad reviews and 
scandals in the last years. 
 
When asked for the reasons she is drawn to specific companies she answers that as a 
student, she is normally drawn towards cheaper brands but she tries to outweigh it by 
buying as ethical and ecological as possible. Further, she believes that you buy brands 
that are linked to the social groups that you want to belong to. Explaining that “My 
persona do absolutely have a role in what brands I prefer, I would not buy brands that 
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are connected in some way to other social groups”. Johanna stresses that when it comes 
to clothing, she wears what she want to be perceived as, which is often as a serious woman 
with good confidence.  
 
As Johanna earlier mentioned she cares for ethics a lot and she got excited when we asked 
her if she sees any ethical or negative aspects of marketing in general. She explains that 
the worst marketing is the one that gets too intrusive on her life, such as when facebook 
use saved data to see what online sites she visits. Instead of getting more eager to buy 
products from the sponsored ads she gets upset and irritated when faced with marketing 
she does not want in the first place. Regarding the embellish of messages, she describes 
that the line for what is ok and what is not is hard to define. Johanna says that she is so 
used to companies embellishing their stories and products that you do not really take 
notice anymore. She stresses that it is not accepted if the company lies regarding their 
products or what they stand for. Continuing with a story about when she bought a new 
shirt online and the color and material were extremely different to what was described 
online, this event made her very upset. 
 
Next, we moved onto the questions about our case studies. When asked for her first 
thoughts when she heard Daniel Wellington, Johanna said good looking and stylish 
watches that you can use whenever. She explains that Daniel Wellington was a pioneer 
for marketing watches on platforms such as Instagram and that the brand is extremely 
popular with a lot of celebrities wearing their watches. Johanna has heard the story of 
how the company was started but she can not recall all the parts stating “It was something 
about a trip to Australia and there was a man named Daniel Wellington involved.” 
Johanna explains that she have been exposed to the brand countless times as almost all 
more or less famous influences wear a watch from the company. She continuous to tell 
us that a lot of people at her university wears the watches and she got one herself on her 
birthday last year. 
 
The next case on the agenda was Volvo and Johanna did not have that much to say 
regarding the company. She thought of family cars and she has been exposed to their 
brand however but she does not care about cars that much. 
 
When further asked questions regarding ICA she had more answers and experiences. 
Johanna explained that she got only positive feelings when she thought of ICA. She had 
seen their commercials both on TV and on YouTube, describing them as fun and well 
done. Johanna describes ICA’s commercials as creative and that they have become close 
to being classics. According to her the employees in the commercials brings up conflicts 
in the everyday life which she can relate to in fun way and as a customer she hardly thinks 
about the products shown in between. Johanna explains that she normally buy her 
groceries at ICA and in her opinion, they have fresh vegetables and a great assortment. 
She thinks that ICA has a better reputation among her family and friends in comparison 
to their competitors.  
 
When asked what comes to her mind when she thinks of Arla she answered dairy products 
and Sweden. Johanna does not buy their products often however as she is a vegetarian 
and try to avoid dairy products. She continues to explain that here in Umeå most of her 
friends buy Norrmejerier instead as they feel more local than Arla. Johanna believes that 
Arla wants to be perceived as a company with good ethic and moral standards with 
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responsible farmers and wellbeing cows. Certainly because of the studies showing that 
dairy products are not so good, either for humans or the production part for the cows. 
“Probably Arla spends a lot of time and resources trying to retaliate these studies.” 
Johanna continuous to explain that she does not like the dairy industry overall but if she 
had to choose she would instead choose a company which is as locally producing as 
possible and it would have to be ecological products only. 
 
8.6 Richard, 56 years old 
Richard is from Stockholm and describes himself as an exploring and curious bookworm. 
He works as a dentist, running his own dental clinic. When he is free from work he likes 
to spend time with his family of a wife, two children, a cat, and a dog. He spends most of 
his time reading journals and magazines, reading approximately three till five of different 
types a day. He believes that this is also where he is exposed to the most marketing in his 
day to day life. 
 
He explains that he enjoys marketing that tells stories or “reflect certain lifestyles that 
you can connect either yourself or others with”. As examples he mentions boat or car 
magazines or ski magazines that show a lifestyle he wants to read about and be part of 
himself.  
 
When asked to rank the attributes he justifies his buying-decisions with the most, he ranks 
them as following: brand prestige, price, quality, convenience, and environment/ethics. 
He explains that he tries to care about factors such as environmental impact and ethical 
work, but it is not the main attributes that steer him towards buying certain products. 
When asked for one of his favorite commercials, he thought for a while and then said that 
it is from the company Viking Line. He explains that in their ads they did not write Viking 
Line, they showed only a few letters or parts of the logotype. It does have the same format 
as the original logotype still which makes you know instantly that it is Viking Line, the 
commercials become sort of a memory game. It makes you keep the logotype in the head 
for longer than most other companies. 
 
Further into the interview, we asked Richard if he believes that he makes decisions based 
on other people’s recommendations or reviews of certain products. He explained “No, I 
would believe I do not follow friends recommendations or care much at all about reviews, 
for me it is important to try the product myself and then decide if I want it or not. I am 
sort of a tactile person in that way, I want to try myself.” He does believe that one’s 
personality or who one want to be is playing a major role when deciding brand. 
Explaining that most people probably connect certain products to certain groups and that 
affects the target customers. As an example, he says that people buy Polo Ralph Lauren 
even though they are afraid of horses, it is very likely that they want to belong to a certain 
group or want to achieve a certain lifestyle. When asked if he thinks it is important to 
know what core values or ethics a company have before buying from them he answered 
– “No, not really. Of course a company should have some kind of basic ethical guidelines 
that they follow, but I do not focus much on their values. If they would do something 
wrong, others would probably discover it and ring the bell before I do anyway in today’s 
society”. 
 
Richard said that he did not like commercials that are just plain stupid, explaining that at 
his age you have been exposed to those way too much. Companies can do parodies on 
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expressions but there are limits to when it is not appealing anymore. He mentions an 
example of Ö&B, the Swedish company that sells a little bit of everything. They have a 
commercial where a man walks around in the warehouse singing a silly song, it is just not 
appealing to watch. Richard does say that they succeed in one way though, they made 
him remember it by being plain annoying. 
 
While talking about negative aspects of marketing in general Richard explains that he 
does not see any direct negative aspects of marketing. He believes that if you get exposed 
by marketing to much you might turn your consuming behavior into an anti-consumption 
behavior instead, which in turn would perhaps have positive impacts on the modern 
society. Regarding ethical dilemmas, he believes that most marketing is acceptable as 
long as it is not racist, offensive, or straight out lies. Richard explains that it is never 
acceptable to lie, especially not if other people’s or animal’s health is at risk or put into 
danger. As an example he mentions food products containing allergens that are not clearly 
communicated to the customer, it can involve serious danger. 
 
When we continue the interview with questions regarding our case studies it seems like 
Richard knows about all of them, but more or less regarding each case. He has read a lot 
about Daniel Wellington and the entrepreneur behind the company. He knows they make 
watches to a low price and that they try to keep a luxury feeling by packing the products 
in nice looking boxes. He explains that he bought the watches for his son and daughter 
when the company was new because he liked the idea. Richard explained that it was 
strange that the company could become so large as he has never been exposed to any 
marketing other than from other sources such as newspapers articles about the company. 
He recently traveled to South Africa and even there he noticed the watches in a couple of 
stores. But the question regarding if he has been exposed to their marketing remained a 
mystery which made him curious. 
 
The first thing that came into his mind when he heard Volvo was a memory of the Volvo 
model 245, an old square-formed car as well as the word safety. He has previously owned 
a Volvo and if he would not like his Volkswagen as much because his 75-kilo dog can 
enter it easily he would consider buying one again. He explains that over the last decade, 
Volvo has made significant improvements to their designs making the cars more 
appealing and sporty. Richard explains that Volvo differentiates themselves from others 
by making safer cars and that they are Swedish or at least they have been Swedish and 
many people still see them as that. He really likes the marketing campaigns when they 
communicate Made in Sweden and Made by People. He thinks that Volvo tries to 
communicate themselves as local, Swedish, and Made by People who just like the 
customers all have different personalities and life. 
 
Richard explains that when he thinks about ICA he instantly thinks of quality groceries. 
He explains that he really enjoys their commercials on TV as they have made almost a 
movie over the years if you would put them all together. He normally buys almost all of 
his groceries at ICA, but not because of the brand rather because the store is the best of 
the most local ones making it the most convenient choice for him. The largest difference 
with ICA and other stores he believes is the fact that all store managers own their own 
store, making the entrepreneurial spirit higher and therefore drives them to create a better 
store all the time. Richard did not have that much to say about Arla. He buys their products 
but mostly because they almost have a monopoly on dairy products in Stockholm. He 
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liked one of their commercials, not because it was good but because the fronting farmer 
is a relative to him. Other than that he has troubles to recall any either good or bad 
commercials from Arla. He was not aware that they were present on social media and 
when asked if he would consider following them he answered – “No I would not want to 
follow them, there is a lot of more exciting pages to follow, such as most other pages”. 
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9. Analysis 2 
In this chapter we will analyze data from the empirical findings 2 in chapter 8, but we 
will also bring up a few statements from Björnström, in the empirical findings 1. We have 
identified themes that constitute the various parts of this analysis. The analysis is divided 
into the themes; Storytelling, Brand Identification, Customer Journey, Marketing 
Channels, and Ethics. Since we now see Content Marketing as a tool for enhancing stories 
and identification processes, making it more intangible for the customers, we chose to 
not use it as a theme. The chapter is ending with short descriptions on how well the 
customers perceived the case studies.  
 
9.1 Introduction 
During this study, we have interviewed six different respondents, with different ages, 
from different cities, and different interests. Their interests include animal rights, 
adventures, fashion, technology, reading, and politics. During the interviews with our 
respondents, we noticed that the answers were highly affected by their interests. Some of 
them focused more on technology, and others on fashion for example. We did not see this 
as a problem, hence we wanted to know the customer’s own thoughts thus we decided to 
let them bring up their own examples within their own interests.  
 
The respondents illustrate good marketing in different ways, but what is recurring is 
valuable, relatable information in a humorous and creative way. This clearly coheres with 
all of our three different fields of theory, making us more confident that all of these is 
relevant in a practical setting. We can see connections to Barregren & Tegborg’s (2013, 
p. 29) definition of Content Marketing, where companies publish valuable content in 
order to create new or keep existent customer relations. Björnström further defines 
Content Marketing in a similar way, as creating value and meaning to the customer. 
Content Marketing is a crucial part of Storytelling, thinking of Björnström’s statement 
that you need to understand the customer’s in order to create value and meaning to them, 
perhaps through Storytelling. After interviewing our respondents, noticing that some 
stresses the fact that marketing should be of value to them by solving a problem with a 
relevant product, gave us more reason to share Björnström’s view on Content Marketing. 
With this in mind, we have chosen not to analyze Content Marketing in the practical 
world in itself, we reason that it is instead included in the themes below. 
 
9.2 Storytelling 
Dennisdotter & Axenbrant (2008, p. 12) states that the purpose of Storytelling should be 
mediated in an educational, understandable, and simple way. This can be strengthened by 
what Kjell illustrates as bad versus good marketing. Kjell says that bad marketing is 
boring, fuzzy or overworked whilst he describes his favorite commercial as relatable and 
funny. Johanna defines good marketing as creative messages in a clean and simple way, 
which also matches Richard’s example of his favorite commercial with Viking Line’s 
creative way of making him remember the logo. Erik, Nora, and Lisa all perceive good 
marketing as giving them personal value with the essential product, which we believe you 
can achieve successfully with Storytelling.  
 
Kjell shared his thoughts about embellishing stories, he believed that it is easier and more 
acceptable for the bigger brands, that already have a stable image. He thought that if 
smaller or younger brands embellished their stories too much it can lead to that they do 
not live up to the expectations and may get devastating consequences.  
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Erik exemplifies bad marketing as when it is too obvious that the companies are trying 
too hard to be funny, which makes him feel the opposite of enjoyed which coheres with 
Kjell’s description of bad marketing as well. Our thoughts here is that perhaps the 
company tried too hard, or did not succeed with targeting a specific group. We can see in 
empirical findings 1, that Björnström states that as a consequence if the company tries 
too hard with an unspecific target group, the company can get fuzzy and unattractive. A 
good example of a company perceived as this can be the one Richard exemplified as bad 
marketing, a silly commercial without purpose lacking educational content. That 
company may have tried to hard to be funny and not target a specific group of people, 
which in turn lead to contrary effect. We observe that in this case, the theories is consistent 
with how marketing is successful in practice. We experience the customers as picky with 
marketing stating confidently what they do and do not like. We can see in empirical 
findings 1, that Björnström is aware of this when he states that customers, in general, are 
picky with what they want.  
 
Concludingly, we believe that Storytelling is something that all companies can do, but it 
requires the right knowledge and preparations. We observed a thin line between 
successful and overworked or fuzzy Storytelling. From the respondent’s examples of their 
experience with Halebop’s overworked story and Ö&B’s fuzzy story, we could see that 
it got the opposite effect than perhaps the company thought. A question that comes to our 
minds is; since the respondents remembered those commercials, are they really 
unsuccessful? We have heard the cliché “All marketing is good marketing” but if this is 
true or not is a question we leave for future research. 
 
9.3 Brand Identification 
After reading up on the theories within Brand Identification and speaking to Björnström 
in empirical findings 1, we realized that this area played a bigger part than we thought 
from the beginning. Aaker’s (1999, p. 45) research showed that brands helping an 
individual to express themselves or their self-concept would give a positive effect on the 
customer's preference. Preference/Confidence is also crucial parts of the customer 
journey, seen in the six stages of buyer-readiness (Kotler & Armstrong, 2010, p. 434) and 
AIDCAS (Barregren & Tegborg, 2013, p. 48) explaining that it is not enough to like the 
products, they need to prefer it before the other brands. The importance of preference can 
be confirmed in the interviews, making the theories explanations accurate and an 
important factor for the companies to work with.  
 
One way to increase this preference for a certain brand could be by using specific 
customer cards or clubs. We believe that this is an effective way of doing so as Kjell and 
Nora who thought of ICA’s loyalty programs when asked what they thought of when they 
heard ICA. The increased preference for the brand is also explained by both Mael & 
Ashforth (1992, p. 105) and Kim et al. (2001, p. 197) as organizational identification, a 
type of social identification in form of being a member of an organization. We believe 
that both Kjell and Nora do identify themselves with ICA more or less. The other 
customers who said that they normally buy their groceries at ICA, we suspect also might 
be part of the loyalty program that ICA offer.  
 
We have the belief that perceived identification is a crucial part of Storytelling after the 
interview with Björnström. One example from our respondents is Richard’s statement 
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about Volvo’s new commercial Made by People, that he associates that with the people 
working at Volvo have different personalities and lives just like the customer’s. He does 
not mention it much further, but we think the topic is hard for the customers to reflect 
about and put in words perhaps because it is a question of subconsciousness. We can see 
in Bhattacharya & Sen’s (2003, p. 79) statement that a customer’s perception of the brand 
identity depends on to which extent they know and trust the identity. We think that 
customers can trust a company easier if they perceive the company as similar to 
themselves, which makes us believe that Richard has perhaps had more trust in Volvo 
than he believes himself.   
 
Kjell states that he sees himself as a sporty person resulting in him wanting to wear Nike 
because it feels like it is enhancing his personality. This can be linked to Sirgy and Su’s 
(2000) theory that aims to explain and predict customer behavior. One of them was the 
actual self-image meaning how the customer sees themselves, which matches Kjell’s 
argument for wearing Nike as “it feels more like me”. We believe that this is a common 
type of behavior among customers, wanting to enhance their attributes. 
 
Another example is Lisa describing some cool sunglasses that big influencers have made 
a collaboration with abroad. She was not completely sure of the name of the company 
making these sunglasses, but she had the first letters correct, and actually today that are 
enough. We believe that if she goes online looking for new sunglasses, she will type in 
“Chim sunglasses”, Chimi Eyewear (the correct name of what she referred to) will pop 
up and their marketing campaign is successful. This coheres with Sirgy and Su’s (2000, 
p. 340) second aspect, the ideal self-image, described as an aspirational image that 
idealizes how customers want to see themselves. This strengthens the theory’s possible 
use in practice, even more, looking at Lisa’s example with the sunglasses.  
 
When it comes to their third aspect used to predict and explain customer behavior is the 
social self-image, how they believed they are perceived by others. We see a good example 
of this when Kjell explains that he is more of a sporty person and would feel weird 
wearing fancy shoes. We believe this is founded in a feeling of believing that other people 
perceive him as sporty, thinking that it would draw attention to him if he would instead 
wear fancy shoes. It does not necessarily have to be like this, but we think it can be a 
possible explanation for some customers mindset.  
 
The fourth and last aspect brought up by Sirgy and Su (2000, p. 343) is the ideal social 
self-image, how they would like to be perceived by others. This can be used to explain 
the behavior of at least two of our respondents, Johanna and Lisa. Johanna states that she 
wears clothes after how she would like to be perceived by others, which most often is as 
a serious woman with good confidence. Lisa exemplifies it as seeing Zara Kjell’s outfits 
on her new tour, made her also to want those “cool clothes”. We interpret this as Lisa 
wants other to experience her as cool as her idols. Richard also describes the brand Ralph 
Lauren as a brand people buy, due to them wanting to be associated with that targeted 
group. 
 
Consequently, we have seen that it is accurate and relevant to use the self-concept of the 
customer to explain and predict the customer’s behavior. All of the four aspects can be 
used, more or less. We interpret that when you are older you are more independent and 
not as influenced by what others think, like Richard who wants to try the product himself 
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not listening to others. Richard is our oldest respondent and we can compare this to all 
our younger respondents who states that in some way reviews, friends opinions, and 
rumors are important for choosing a brand.  
 
After our interviews, we believe that we have more reason to trust Aaker’s (1999) 
research showing if brands can help individuals express themselves or their self-concept, 
will increase the preference of that brand. All of our respondents highlights the 
importance of socially belonging to groups in some way or another, this is also explained 
in theory as Sanek (2009, p. 53) states that the belonging-feeling is a basic human need. 
Since we realized that Brand Identity was such a crucial part in marketing, and in 
Storytelling, we decided to look further on the customer’s journey and their mental stages 
throughout the process. 
 
9.4 Customer Journey 
In theory, we looked at the AIDCAS model, that stands for attention, interest, desire, 
confidence, action, and satisfaction (Barregren & Tegborg, 2013, p. 48). When it comes 
to gaining the customers attention, we observed in our interviews that if marketing gets 
too persuasive or pops up when the customer does not want to, it can lead to a reaction 
contrary what the company was aiming for. This makes it even more important that the 
actual content is of value. As we see it, it needs to be relevant and fun resulting in getting 
attention from the customers without having to be extremely persuasive and intrusive.  
 
By creating and distributing value, showing what problem the product can solve rather 
than the characteristics, the company can create interest (Barregren & Tegborg, 2013, p. 
48). This coheres with what Nora stated in her interview about good marketing, that the 
product should be communicated to solve a problem. This makes it believable for interest 
to be a crucial part of the customer journey in a practical setting. Looking at the desire 
part, when the customer finds a product interesting, the desire to buy it will come. We 
observed this when Erik and Richard were talking about Volvo, claiming that they would 
definitely consider buying a car from the company, due to it is new designs and sporty 
feelings. Volvo has managed to get them interested in the new design and the desire to 
buy one has been amplified. After desire in AIDCAS comes confidence, also describable 
as preference, which we have discussed the importance of earlier.  
 
When the company has received the customer’s attention, interest, arisen desire and 
convinced them to choose their brand, action to buy the product arrives. Being profitable 
is one part of the business model nowadays (Wheeler, 2013, p. 42), but the process does 
not end after the purchase as some might think. One crucial part is left; satisfaction. 
Barregren & Tegborg (2013, p. 48) describes satisfaction as possibly the most important 
part in today’s marketing, hence it leads to word-of-mouth and rumors. After having our 
interviews with six different customers we agree with their statement. Our respondents 
seem to also see the importance of this statement, exemplifying with talking to friends, 
reading reviews, or seeing influencers promoting the product. This makes us believe that 
not only do the company need to keep what they are promising in the campaign, they 
need to exceed the customer's expectations in order to get them to spread the word. If the 
company exceed the customer’s expectations we think that they will make a greater effort 
being a good ambassador for the brand, resulting in more awareness of the brand. We 
also think that it can work equally on the contrary. If the company does not succeed to 
fulfil the stage satisfaction and the customer is telling everyone about their experience we 
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think that it can lead to devastating consequences for the company. We can see this in an 
example from Johanna’s experience with the brand Loka, that she did not bother to try 
the new flavors on their products due to rumors.  
 
As we mentioned regarding attention, some of our respondents explained that they get 
annoyed when they are exposed to excessive amounts of marketing. Kjell describes for 
us that good marketing for him is when it sticks to his mind and steals his attention. On 
the other hand, both Kjell and Johanna illustrates that they get irritated when feeling like 
companies are getting too intrusive and annoying, especially if they do not even want the 
product. Kjell explains it as they think they know him better than himself, which 
according to him is not true due to the fact that he gets exposed to large amounts of 
unwanted ads. 
 
In summary, we believe that attention and satisfaction are two very important stages after 
interviewing our respondents. Satisfaction, due to the fact that it can lead to either great 
or devastating consequences with the word-of-mouth that can occur. Attention, hence it 
is the first stage, leading to that the customer knows of the company’s existence. There is 
also reason to be careful and not exaggerate the marketing because in that case the 
company risk to be too persuasive and the message will not be perceived well. We believe 
that our respondents were all so confident when they spoke about too pervasive 
marketing, that if the company crosses that line it does not matter how valuable the 
content is.  
 
9.5 Marketing Channels 
Out of our respondents for our second interview session, four people answered that they 
frequently and mostly use social media compared to other channels. While our oldest 
respondent spent the most time reading newspapers and magazines. We believe that our 
questions regarding channels could have been more defined as there is a lot of different 
social media platforms and the line between the internet and social media is somewhat 
unclear. With the fact in mind that one of our respondents answered the internet while 
she spent the most time on Netflix and YouTube, where the latter is a social media 
platform on the internet. 
 
Many of our respondents felt and claimed that social media were the channels that 
exposed them to the most marketing. These findings cohere with what Kotler & 
Armstrong (2010, p.427) explained, that telephones, iPads as well as the internet create 
great platforms for companies to interact with their target customers. After the interviews, 
we have no doubt in the fact that social media and the internet is attractive channels for 
many companies in the modern marketing. We did, however, have preconceptions that 
some of our interviewees would answer that they get most exposed to marketing while 
watching TV. Considering the many types of marketing in social media which sometimes 
can be challenging to distinguish from other content, we thought they would not have this 
insight. 
 
Regarding the noise described by Godin (1999, p. 22) from traditional medias, one of our 
respondents did mention that she watch most of her entertainment on Netflix with the 
reason that it is possible to pay in order to avoid commercials. The other respondents did 
not describe marketing in traditional channels as being annoying but the majority believed 
that marketing which is too intrusive is disturbing. Kjell described internet banners and 
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ads which are present at social media platforms to be intrusive. We believe that this earlier 
mentioned noise in traditional media is becoming more prominent in the modern 
marketing channels as well. This belief is based on the respondents who spend the most 
time on social media also answered that this is where they probably are exposed to the 
most marketing. After our interviews, we believe what Godin (1999, p. 34-35) described 
as moment 22 in traditional marketing could also happen in the more modern channels. 
The marketers must make their ads more intrusive to gain attention or make their products 
involved in even more content which could perhaps make the customers disturbed by it 
even more. This leaves room to further research which will be discussed in subparagraph 
10.2; Suggestions for Future Research. 
 
Yet another interesting reflection is how awareness of a brand can spread across different 
channels without necessarily using it themselves. An example for this is how Richard was 
surprised how Daniel Wellington could be so popular without ever having seen any 
marketing from them. Instead, he had heard about the company and their products from 
secondary sources such as reviews, interviews, and by word-of-mouth. In contrary to 
younger respondents such as Lisa that have been exposed to Daniel Wellington in an 
almost extreme amount. Since Daniel Wellington is communicating almost only through 
social media, we conclude that Lisa and the younger generation spends more time on 
social media than the older generation. Richard, on the other hand, would be more 
exposed to marketing through traditional channels such as magazines or TV. This further 
indicates how different channels give companies the ability to reach different customer 
segments.  
 
We believe that channels such as social media are faster than traditional media, both in 
sending a message and getting a response whether it is good or bad. When exposed to 
marketing on social media it is easier for the customers to interact with the message e.g. 
by clicking on a link and suddenly they are at the company’s homepage. We observed 
this in the interview with Lisa as she mentioned sunglasses but could not recall what 
brand it was even though she remembered her response to the ad as well as the content 
surrounding it. 
 
9.6 Ethics 
When we had transcribed our interviews and transformed them into empirical parts, we 
did as mentioned send the individual parts to our respondents that all approved on our 
translation of the interview to English. This was important to us because of the ethical 
issue that Kvale (2007, p. 24) brings up mentioning the importance of the transcribed 
interview should all be corresponding to what the respondent actually said.  
 
In analysis 1, we concluded that our interview with Björnström did not include so much 
room for ethical dilemmas. Further, we also wanted to see how the customer’s view 
regarding embellishing, amplifying, or excluding parts of a company’s story. Do the 
customers share the same beliefs, that it is never acceptable to deceive or lie? Björnström 
explained that customers also tend to be skeptical towards stories and do not find them 
authentic enough, which have been yet another of our purposes of doing these interviews. 
 
When performing the interviews, we noticed that some of our respondents mentioned 
ethical-, animal rights-, equality-, and environmental questions as their interests. Already 
then we knew that we would get a variety of answers including ethical perspectives. The 
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respondents who explained these questions as parts of their interests were Johanna and 
Nora. When ranking what attributes that had the most importance on their buying-
decision, both ranked environment/ethics as the most important. While the other 
respondents mentioned or talked about ethics but ranked attributes such as brand prestige, 
price, quality, or convenience the highest. Further, they instead ranked 
environment/ethics as the least important factor for their buying-decision. These 
interviewees did not think that the environment does not matter, but they tend to not care 
about significantly it while consuming, resulting in the order of the ranked attributes. 
 
We are satisfied that at least two of our respondents ranked environment/ethics the highest 
but we still think our answers are worrying, with over-consumption and the environment 
on our minds. In the respondent’s explanations of marketing they disliked, we also found 
a lot of thoughts regarding ethics. When analyzing the answers we see that both Johanna 
and Nora seem to have more of a feministic approach and tend to care more about the 
environment and ethics in general. 
 
Johanna answered that she strongly dislikes companies who takes a sexist approach or try 
to sell by amplifying their messages with sex. Nora dislikes the beauty industry with their 
messages describing how beautiful women can become if they use their products. Instead, 
she would like to see empowering messages that build up confidence, especially for 
women. Their thoughts regarding ethics seem to be shared once more when they talk 
about the dairy industry, more specifically Arla. Johanna and Nora both dislike the dairy 
industry, arguing that the industry is not good for the cows. We believe that this is 
probably contributing to their skeptical attitude against Arla. Nora makes this clear with 
her statement - “No. I think they are very deceiving, they are pretending everything is so 
genuine and with a collaboration between cows and farmers. The farmer even calls the 
cows their colleagues? Name another company that kills their colleagues when they stop 
producing?” which we think is an interesting point of view in ethics.  
 
We believe that the differences in our respondent’s attitudes regarding ethics may also 
depend on one's personal interests and perhaps choices of diet. Our other respondents 
who bought products from Arla seemed aware of this but did not take much notice about 
the ethical question if it is right or not.  
 
Three of our six respondents disliked marketing that is too intrusive on their personal 
space and too aggressive. As we mentioned in our introduction, Godin (1999, p. 34-35) 
explained that the marketing noise has become louder in traditional channels by being 
more intrusive and attention-craving. The results from our collected answers indicate that 
this noise has spread over to more modern channels as well, such as social media. Further, 
the respondents seem to dislike sponsored ads on social media and the internet mainly 
because they can not choose to avoid it. This brings us to an important ethical question, 
where is the breaking point for companies going too far and get too intrusive on 
customer’s personal lives? A further interesting point of view regarding ethics is how 
Richard sees it, that if there would be marketing of unethical products he would probably 
not be the first to see it and therefore he leaves it to others to unravel those ethical 
dilemmas. We believe that it makes sense, in today’s fast information society, there is 
probably many other customers who act in the same way. This could be problematic in 
the way that if everyone would stop caring, unethical actions from companies would go 
unnoticed.  
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One answer that we found particularly interesting with marketing ethics in mind was Erik 
statement that most content, whether it is from people or from companies is biased in 
some way and want you to feel in certain ways as well. Still, yet he did not have a problem 
with the embellishing of stories or marketing messages arguing that companies always 
have been lying, but you as a customer needs to be aware of it. Some of the interviewees 
seem to believe that part of or just as much responsibility lay on the customers as the 
companies. It is interesting to see that the majority of the respondents seem to be aware 
of biased messages and try to be skeptical against the source. Even though they try to be 
skeptical, they often tend to see a company in a certain way, sometimes in the way 
companies want their customers to see them, authentic or not. In conclusion, most of our 
interviewees seem to think that most companies embellish the truth in one way or another, 
but they do not care that much as long as it does not put customers’ health at risk.  
 
Since we have fulfilled Langemar’s (2008, p. 148-152) four demands that are explained 
in 3.6; Ethics and Social Aspects; information, consent, confidentiality, and utility 
requirement, we believe that we have treated all the respondents in an ethical way. The 
respondents had all the information needed on beforehand, participated voluntarily, were 
aware of the confidentiality, and that the collected data was not going to be used in another 
context. This gives us reason to view the data as trustworthy and reliable. 
 
9.7 The Case Studies - How did the customers perceive them?  
Here we will present a summary regarding each company included in the case studies in 
order to get a legible overview about how the customers perceived them in practice.  
 
ICA 
Even before we mentioned that we had chosen ICA as one of the case studies, Erik and 
Kjell exemplifies ICA as their favorite commercial. We believe this to be excellent proof 
of ICA having successful marketing. Most of them are customers of ICA, due to either 
the convenience, quality, or tidiness. Since ICA has the most market share in Sweden, it 
is not surprising that the majority shops there. Two of our respondents, Nora and Kjell, 
also brought up the loyalty-card when asked what they associate ICA with, this is a good 
sign for ICA due to what we see as the customer’s feeling of belonging to a certain group. 
The majority of our respondents did illustrate ICA’s commercials as funny, relatable and 
surprisingly many said that they see it as a story excited to see what comes next. This is 
a clear example of successful storytelling at the same time as they give the customers 
added value and possibilities to identify themselves with the daily-life situations. We 
could see that Lisa was a little insecure about what the commercials what about, though 
she did have knowledge of them, but relatively little compared to the older ones that could 
give us clear examples of earlier stories. We think this depends on Lisa’s age and her 
choice of channels, she clearly stated that she did not watch so much TV, where the ICA 
commercials mostly are shown. Another interesting insight we got after the interviews 
was that many of our respondents said that they liked the commercial and that they barely 
notice the products shown. Since we did not ask anything about the products shown, we 
see this as a sign of that maybe they notice them more than they think?  
 
We did react to what Richard and Nora said about the convenience of Ica almost always 
being the closest store. This made us wonder if the preference for ICA depends on the 
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successful marketing, quality, prices, tidiness, or just the fact that they have the most 
market share and have numerous of stores across the country.  
 
VOLVO 
When speaking of Volvo, the most common answers on attributes was Swedish, safety, 
family cars, and cool designs. Erik even pointed out that his first thought was Swedish, 
even though he knows that the company is now owned by China. This makes us think 
about what Sinek (2009) said about the why in the limbic brain, not having a language for 
these feelings. We also have to consider the fact that Volvo has such a long Swedish 
history, making it natural to associate the brand to Sweden, even though it is now owned 
by another country. Even so, it makes us believe that Volvo has a successful brand where 
they want to engage certain feelings from the customer. Five of our six respondents knows 
about the newest campaigns Made in Sweden/Made by People, some are naming Zlatan, 
who has been fronting commercials for Volvo. They have reached the customers through 
TV-commercials but also some mentioned that they had seen these commercials on social 
media. This makes us believe that Volvo is also trying to reach the younger generation, 
perhaps with the new sporty designs that we think can be of more interest to them rather 
than a safe family car. Richard also illustrates the Made by People commercial as easy to 
identify with when he says that those people are perceived to have different personalities 
and lives just like the customers. We see this as a great example of successful Brand 
Identification, further on due to all the ambassadors in forms of general idols that are 
fronting the commercials. Two of our respondents did not have any specific thought 
regarding the company, however, they had been exposed to the brand but they did not 
find cars any interesting. Our analysis here is that this is probably not depending on Volvo 
as a brand nor the quality of their commercials, but more on their ages and personal 
interests.  
 
Daniel Wellington 
When speaking of Daniel Wellington, the respondents have significantly different 
thoughts. We believe that the different levels of knowledge around the brand can be 
depending on the channels they are exposed to the most marketing through, their age, and 
their interests. We can see clear examples of this in our interviews. Lisa, who is 15 years, 
is almost sick and tired of all the marketing from Daniel Wellington and does not see the 
brand as unique and cool as it was in the beginning when she saw it. Then Erik, who is 
23 years old, but does not have any interest in fashion resulting in the non-existent 
knowledge of the company, he could still recall seeing it somewhere on the internet. 
Richard, on the other hand, is from an older generation with his 56 years old, but his 
interest to read has gained him plenty of knowledge about the brand and the entrepreneur 
behind it. Even though he knows the brand and the idea behind it well, he did not recall 
seeing any marketing. We believe this is due to Daniel Wellington’s choices of channels. 
We do state in this thesis that digital marketing in order to create a relationship, is if not 
now, soon crucial. But can it go to exaggeration? Conclusively, their Storytelling is rather 
successful though three out of six respondents know about the brand’s history, even 
though they have not done any traditional marketing regarding this. Their work with 
identification though, through influencers on social media, is it being exaggerated? We 
believe that maybe you should not only work with the digital marketing, perhaps a mix is 
needed in order to reach more people on a more stable level instead of being unknown by 
some and too much for some.   
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Arla 
When it comes to Arla, we observed that only one respondent remembered a specific 
broadcasted commercial from the company. That was Richard, who in turn explained that 
it was because a relative to him was fronting the commercial. Many of our respondents 
claimed that they had seen some commercials from Arla, but with not so many specific 
details regarding the content, the explanations was with vague specifics regarding the 
content. This made us believe that in some cases, it may have been a commercial from 
any dairy-company. On the other hand, all of our respondents was aware of the brand, 
what they do and knowledge about their products. We think that maybe they do not have 
to be unique in their marketing? Especially in Stockholm where Erik stated that Arla 
almost have a monopoly in the stores, making it hard to choose another brand even if he 
wanted to. We did also choose Arla as one of the case studies due to their presence on 
social media and the ethics behind marketing products that are scientifically proven to be 
unhealthy for humans. We could see that none of our respondents knew they were on 
social media and would not follow them anyway, but we agree with what Kjell said about 
this. Kjell stated that every company is or should be on the social media, but that he would 
not follow them unless they offered him something valuable and unique. So our belief is 
that the theory stating that a company can use a channel just to control the uncontrollable 
sources. Is someone wants to say something good or bad about Arla on social media, they 
would want to be present in order to control as much marketing as they can. Regarding 
the ethics, we discussed it more in subparagraph 9.6; Ethics, but conclusively some of the 
respondents believe that it is OK to market these products and that it is the customer’s 
liability to consume it responsibly unless it is endangering customers health and safety.  
 
Summary  
As mentioned before both the theories and Björnström stresses the importance of 
engaging the customer’s emotions and values, which you can do on a deeper level if 
communicating the why. We do think this is an excellent way of working with the 
communication, one way or another. We are however aware that in this case there are 
more significant underlying factors not included, e.g. age, previous exposure, the size of 
the brand, market shares, or chosen marketing channels. When selecting the case studies 
we were aware that all companies worked with Storytelling in one way or another. After 
investigating the case studies we could clearly see that all companies did also work from 
the inside- out if we would apply The Golden Circle theory, see figure 4 below. 

 
Figure 4 - Communicating from the Inside-Out 
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This further showed when we did our second round of interviews as the respondents 
seemed to know about the case studies purposes or at least had an idea regarding how the 
companies wanted to be perceived. We would, however, not say that all of our case 
studies why was perceived in a successful way. An example of this is Arla, our 
respondents had an idea regarding Arla’s why and how they wanted to be perceived, but 
they seemed not to experience the company in that way. Once again we want to clarify 
that the companies in our case studies were not intended to be analyzed in-depth, instead, 
they mainly served as a reference point for gaining depth in the answers from our second 
set of interviews.  
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10. Conclusion 
In this chapter, we will conclude the results from our research, provide answers to our 
research questions, and give our recommendations for future research.  
 
Since this study is conducted with an abductive approach, and presented in order of the 
working process, the reader can follow our changing perspective along the way. In the 
early process of writing this thesis, we conducted it to answer the first research question;  
 
How does Content Marketing, Storytelling, and Brand Identification intertwine with each 
other when used in the practical world? 
 
The results from this study show that these fields could intertwine in practice like this: by 
using Storytelling, the company can create valuable (i.e. Content Marketing) and 
relatable (i.e. Brand Identification) marketing messages, in order to stand out in the 
marketing noise brought up by Godin (1999).  In order to answer the question, we 
performed a semi-structured interview with Björnström, who got years of experience 
working with this types of marketing for a variety of companies. After analyzing the 
collected empirical data from Björnström we concluded that these theoretical fields 
intertwined with each other in another way than we first expected. 
 
We expected the theoretical fields to correlate which each other to some extent but after 
the interview, we did change our perspective almost radically. Our view on Content 
Marketing went from viewing it as a main theoretical field to instead view it as a crucial 
instrument for making successful Storytelling. We would after this study instead argue 
for Storytelling being the main field, where creating valuable content and an identification 
process should be seen as tools to enhance and amplify the Storytelling. Conclusively, 
we claim that in theory the theoretical fields can be studied as separate, but could also 
benefit by being studied combined, hence when implemented by marketers in the 
practical world, those fields tend to be more intertwined than separate concepts. With the 
results from this part of the study, we can fulfill our purpose and give the companies 
reasonable recommendations before implementing these kinds of marketing in practice, 
see subparagraph 10.1.  
 
Due to our abductive research approach, we wanted to continue our research with our 
new found perspective as a starting point for a second research question. We argue that 
after having identified how the theoretical fields of Storytelling, Brand Identification, and 
Content Marketing are implemented in practice, the most natural following step would 
be to study how it is perceived by customers. Which leads us to our second research 
question;  
 
How are these types of marketing perceived by the receiver of the communication, namely 
the customer?  
 
Answering the second question, all of our respondents defined good marketing as 
valuable, relevant, funny, and creative, which we think includes all of our researched 
areas. With this in mind, the customers perception of these fields is fairly positive. With 
our results from the empirical findings 2 and analysis 2, we also found that in order to 
successfully use the previous mentioned theoretical fields in practice, a company must 
create stories including valuable content which the customers can identify themselves 
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with. This in turn further strengthen our answer from question 1 were we could see how 
the fields can be intertwined with each other in practice. 
 
We do believe that with this insight from the customer we can also strengthen the 
importance and relevance of our recommendations to the companies, that we will declare 
below. We are however aware of the fact that this is a qualitative research and that our 
results can not be generalized, but on the other hand we hope that this study will contribute 
to a deeper understanding of how the customers in different ages perceive communicated 
messages. 
 
 
10.1 Recommendations 
After conducting this study we have compiled three recommendations for companies who 
would want to work with these fields of marketing; 

1. Make extensive and detailed research before creating the message 
2. After the research, make sure that the message is relevant and valuable for the 

chosen segment 
3. When distributing the message in most suitable channels, do not exaggerate the 

amount of marketing 
 
The most important recommendation is to make extensive research before creating the 
message to distribute. It may be tempting to enter the competition in the modern 
marketing climate with rapid channel information and an interesting and captivating 
story. We would, however, once again stress the importance of doing extensive research 
before launching a campaign with the aim to create identification processes and to create 
content for the new and existing customers with a story. There can be much at stake both 
in terms of reputation and resources which makes it crucial to calculate the risks and 
rewards of attempting this.  
 
The other recommendations might appear fuzzy, but it is due to the fact that it is 
dependent on the results of the research in the first recommendation. The company need 
clarify the segment they want to reach in order to know what channels to communicate 
through, which situations the segment can identify themselves with, and what content the 
chosen segment would find valuable. When the company has created a message that they 
want to distribute through that chosen channel, they need to be careful about the amount 
of marketing. This due to our observation in empirical findings 2, showing that customers 
dislike marketing that is perceived as too intrusive or aggressive.  
 
10.2 Suggestions for Future Research 
As mentioned in the thesis we see a difference in how theories are treated in the academic 
world compared to the practical world. In theory, they often are described as separate 
terms even though they have plenty of relevance to each other. Marketers who work with 
the application of the theoretical fields of Storytelling, Brand Identification, and Content 
Marketing use them all together in practice, so why should not the academic world do the 
same?  
 
We believe that six customers are not enough to provide a complete answer to how 
successful Storytelling including Brand Identification and Content Marketing is executed. 
With this in mind, we would recommend a larger research in order to create a framework 
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for how to execute this kind of marketing. It would also be interesting if this future 
research contained more underlying factors that we had neither time or space to examine, 
e.g. convenience or previous exposure to the brands.  
 
Future research regarding the internal effects for companies using this types of marketing 
is inevitable in order to study the additional effects of implementing these concepts in 
practice. Both theories and Björnström lifts the positive side-effect of working with these 
theoretical fields internally, we did not have time to include this in our thesis, but see it 
as an interesting topic for future research.  
 
Brand Identification tends to be highly significant throughout our thesis. The cases we 
selected all possessed some kind of identification among their customers. For future 
research we would be interested in seeing if it really is crucial for all companies, some 
industries may perhaps not benefit from being able to create an identification among 
customers.  
 
Concludingly, this is our suggestions for future research:  

• A more comprehensive research whether successful Storytelling as marketing is 
dependant on Brand Identification and Content Marketing, or is there more 
underlying factors affecting the customer. 

• What internal effects do the implementation of Storytelling and the creation of 
Brand Identification give? 

• Is Brand Identification crucial for successful marketing within every industry?  
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11. Criterions of Legitimacy  
In this chapter, the criterions of legitimacy will be discussed in comparison to this 
qualitative study. The reason to use the criterions of trustworthiness is to estimate if this 
study maintains high quality.  
 
Guba & Lincoln (1994, referred in Bryman, 2012, p. 390) have suggested the use of 
criterions, such as trustworthiness, for evaluating the quality of a qualitative study. The 
criterion of trustworthiness consists of four sub-criterions; credibility, transferability, 
dependability, and conformability (Bryman, 2012, p. 390-392). 
 
11.1 Credibility  
The criterion of credibility is explained by Bryman (2012, p. 390) as that the credibility 
of a research is dependent on how well the findings of the study mirrors the social reality. 
In order to fulfill this criterion, the research should have been made in a good practice 
and the findings should have been confirmed by the individuals studied in order to make 
sure that the researcher has understood that social reality correctly (Bryman, 2012, p. 
390). For our interviews, we have as mentioned made use of semi-structured interview 
guides. We believe that this lets our respondents share as much as possible of their own 
reality as they were allowed to speak free without us interrupting them. The interviews 
have all been recorded which have given us a higher chance of avoiding eventual 
misconceptions. As all interviews had to be transcribed from Swedish to English we did 
also let all respondents confirm that there were no misconceptions which we believe 
further strengthens the credibility of our thesis. 
 
11.2 Transferability 
Transferability is explained by (Bryman, 2012, p. 392) as how well the results of a 
research can be transferred and applied in another situation. While Lincoln & Guba (1985, 
p. 316, referred in Bryman, 2012, p. 392) claim that the research’s transferability is rather 
an empirical issue. Instead, they encourage researchers to make a detailed research which 
can provide others with data, in order to let them make judgments regarding if it is 
possible to transfer the findings to another environment. The results in this thesis come 
from two parts, first how a marketing consultant would work with the chosen fields of 
theories in the practical world, secondly how customers experience these types of 
marketing applied by companies. 
 
We believe that our findings such as Björnströms perspective and way of working with 
these fields could be used in other contexts. We are aware that these findings are based 
on only one person’s perspective but we believe that his knowledge is deep enough to be 
reliable. Further, the customer’s experiences and opinions of Brand Identification, 
Storytelling, and Content Marketing could be used by others as well. We believe this 
because we have performed the research on companies in different industries and on a 
variety of customers. 
 
Even though we have tried to make our research reflect the reality it does not live up to 
criterion of transferability as one can not generalize the findings and apply it in other 
contexts as a truth. Therefore, we leave the judgement if it is transferable to other 
researchers who could find use in our results.  
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11.3 Dependability 
Dependability is explained by Bryman (2012, p. 392) as that the researchers are 
accountable for the entire process of the research, meaning that they ensure that all the 
work in the research is accessible at any time. We have used a supervisor during the 
process of our research who have helped us to follow proper procedures and to work 
towards answering our problem formulation. In order to further fulfil the criteria of 
dependability, we have explained our theoretical- and practical method used for the 
research. Our empirical findings and theories have been defending our statements during 
the thesis and we have let different auditors review our thesis at the different stages of the 
process.  
 
11.4 Conformability 
Conformability is explained by Bryman (2012, p. 392) as that the researcher has not 
allowed to many personal values, beliefs, or theoretical orientation to interfere with the 
research. We believe that we avoided our own values and beliefs to an as high grade as 
possible and instead we have based our research on information and data found in 
previous studies. Due to the very nature of our research, made with an abductive approach 
and the ontological view of subjectivism, we argue it is hard to be completely objective. 
We do, however, claim that the research is somewhat fulfilling the criterion of 
conformability. Reasoning that we have tried take upon the respondent’s views of the 
world, not letting our personal values, beliefs or theoretical orientation interfere with our 
findings.  
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Appendix 
In the appendix we have attached the interview guides used with both the experienced 
marketing consultant (Appendix 1) and the customers (Appendix 2).  
 

Appendix 1: Interview Questions - Urban Björnström 
 

General questions 

Tell us about yourself, your background and current position 

- Earlier experience in marketing? 

Do you want to be anonymous in this interview? 

Is it OK if we translate your answers to English and then send you the result for approval? 

 
Content Marketing 

How would you describe the term Content Marketing? 

Have you experienced that it has become more or less popular in latter time? 

- How was it before/How is it now? 

Is there any common problem at the companies, making them come to you? 

Do you think there is any guidelines on how to succeed with Content Marketing? 

Do you work with a basis of theoretical models? 

What do you think of the future of Content Marketing? Trend? 

- Do you think that it is a trend? 

Is there any marketing channels to prefer when applying Content Marketing? 

Is there any case where you created a campaign within Content Marketing, that was NOT 
successful? 
Is there any case where you created a campaign within Content Marketing, that was 
successful? 

 
Storytelling 

How would you define Storytelling? 

Is there a reason for why you should use Storytelling in marketing? --> Internally/Externally 

- Internally or Externally? 

Do you at Grow use any kind of theoretical model for Storytelling? 

For what companies do you think Storytelling is in question? 
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How do you decide what can be used as a story in a company? 

Do you see any ethical dilemmas within Storytelling? 

What is your opinion on beautifying, exaggerate or lying in a story? 

Is there negative aspects of Storytelling or situations where it might not work as intended? 

 
Brand Identification 

How would you define Brand Identification? 

Can all companies use Brand Identification? 

- Is it important? 

Do you see any pros/cons with creating Brand Identity? 

- Do you see a risk of losing some target groups? 

Do you use any kind of theoretical models working with Brand Identification? 

Is there any specific marketing channels to prefer when working with Brand Identification? 

 
Completive questions 

Is there any other parts of Content Marketing that we have not considered? 

- Anything else you would like to add or ask us?  
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Appendix 2: Interview Questions - Customers 
 

General questions 
Is it OK for you if we translate your answers to English and then send you the result for 
approval? 

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself? 

 
General questions regarding marketing 

How would you describe as successful marketing? 

Rank these factors after what you think is most important in a purchase: 

Convenience, Brand Prestige, Price, Environment/Ethics, and Quality 

Do you have any favorite commercial? 

Is there some kind of marketing/commercials you do not like? 

Which one of these do you spend the most time with? 
Social Media, Internet, Magazines, TV or Radio? - Do you think that is where you get exposed to 
most marketing? 

 
Brand Identification 
When you are buying a product, do you read reviews/listen to what other people say about it 
before? 

What do you think about the importance of a company's values? 

Do you think there is some special reasons for choosing one brand over another? 
- Do you think that your personality (whom you are/want to be) plays a role when choosing 
brand? 

 
Ethics 

Do you see any ethical dilemmas in marketing? 

What is your opinion in beautifying stories or messages? 

- Is there a fine line until lying? 

 
Questions regarding our case studies; 

 
Daniel Wellington 

What is the first thing you think of when we mention Daniel Wellington? 

What do you know about the company? 
- Do you know the story behind the company? 
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Have you seen any marketing from the company? 

How do you think Daniel Wellington want their products to be perceived? 

- Why do you think Daniel Wellington exists? 

 
Volvo 

What is the first thing you think of when we mention Volvo? 

Do you own or would consider owning a car from Volvo? 

Have you seen/heard of their newest marketing? (Made in Sweden / Made by People) 

Would you say that Volvo does something to distinguish themselves from others? 

How do you think Volvo wants their products to be perceived? 

 
ICA 

What is the first thing you think of when we mention ICA? 

Are you a customer at ICA? 
- Why? 

Have you seen ICA's commercials on TV? What do you think? 

Would you say that ICA does something to distinguish themselves from others? 

 
Arla 

What is the first thing you think of when we mention Arla? 

Do you usually buy Arla's products? 

Have you seen Arla's commercials on TV? What do you think? 

How do you think that Arla and their products wants to be perceived? 

Do you know if Arla is on Social Medias? 

- Do you follow them or would you? 

Is there anything you would like to add or ask us about?  
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Appendix 3 - Examples of the Case Studies’ Marketing 
 
ICA - Midsummer dinner 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FUa_W9UL-YU 
[Retrieved 2017-05-22] 

Volvo - Made by People 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUDx6NEqdJQ 
[Retrieved 2017-05-22] 

Volvo – Made by Sweden 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KquHpO2VWI&t=63s  
[Retrieved 2017-05-22] 

Daniel Wellington - Instagram page 
https://www.instagram.com/danielwellington/  
[Retrieved 2017-05-22] 

Arla Foods - Care in the farmers own dairy factory 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ryJupiAFUMY 
[Retrieved 2017-05-22] 

 

 


